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Version Information 
Version Number 

Version Information: Comware Software, Version 3.10, Release 1702P44 
Note: This version number can be displayed by command display version under any view. Please 
see Note①.. 

Chronological List of Version 
Table 1 Version Information Table 

Version Number Based Version 
Number 

Release 
Date 

Remark 

CMW310-R1702P44 CMW310-R1702P42 2013-09-04 None 

CMW310-R1702P42 CMW310-R1702P41 2012-12-14 None 

CMW310-R1702P41 CMW310-R1702P39 2012-10-18 None 

CMW310-R1702P39 CMW310-R1702P20 2012-08-21 None 

CMW310-R1702P20 CMW310-R1702P19 2010-11-02 None 

CMW310-R1702P19 CMW310-R1702P15 2010-09-25 None 

CMW310-R1702P15 CMW310-R1702P14 2010-07-25 None 

CMW310-R1702P14 CMW310-R1702P13 2010-06-21 None 

CMW310-R1702P13 CMW310-R1702P12 2010-04-22 None 

CMW310-R1702P12 CMW310-R1702P11 2010-03-26 None 

CMW310-R1702P11 CMW310-R1702P09 2010-01-25 From the version, only release the 
APP of 168-bit encryption for SSH. 

CMW310-R1702P09 CMW310-R1702P07 2009-11-27 None 

CMW310-R1702P07 CMW310-R1702P06 2009-09-29 None 

CMW310-R1702P06 CMW310-R1702P05 2009-08-19 None 

CMW310-R1702P05 CMW310-R1702P01 2009-07-31 None 

CMW310-R1702P01 CMW310-R1702 2009-06-18 None 

CMW310-R1702 CMW310-F1701L10 2009-05-13 The first release version of 17xx. 

CMW310-F1701L10 CMW310-F1701L06 2009-03-13 None 

CMW310-R1602P02 CMW310-R1602P01 2008-12-27 None 

CMW310-F1701L06 CMW310-F1700L01 2008-02-29 ARP Attack Prevention feature and 
MFF feature are added to current 
version. 

CMW310-F1700L01 CMW310-F1600L01 2007-09-29 Some features are added to 17xx 
on the basis of 16xx. 

CMW310-F1600L01 None 2007-06-27 The first version of 16xx. The Release 
version of F1600L01 is R1602, so the 
following description is based on 
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R1602. 

 

Version Compatibility Table 
Table 2 Version Compatibility Table 

Hardware Platform H3C S5600 

Equipment Model S5600-26C     
S5600-50C     
S5600-26C-PWR     
S5600-50C-PWR     
S5600-26F 

Memory 
Requirement 

Min 128M 

Flash Requirement Min 16M 

Boot ROM Version V514 
(Note: This version number can be displayed by command display version 
under any view. Please see Note②) 

Expansion Module  
Boot ROM Version 

V240 

Host Software S5600-CMW310-R1702P44-S168.bin 

iMC iMC PLAT 7.0 (E0102) 
iMC EIA 7.0 (E0102) 
iMC EAD 7.0 (E0102) 
iMC QoSM 7.0 (E0102) 

iNode iNode PC 5.2 (E0408) 

Web Version Version 3.2.1-0001 

Remark S5600-CMW310-R1702P44-S168.bin uses 168-bit encryption for SSH. 

 
<H3C>display version 

H3C Comware Platform Software 

Comware Software, Version 3.10, Release 1702P44             ------- Note①. 

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2010 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co., Ltd. All rights reserved. 

S5600-26C uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 31 minutes 

 

S5600-26C with 1 Processor 

128M    bytes SDRAM 

16384K  bytes Flash Memory 

Config Register points to FLASH 

 

Hardware Version is REV.B 

CPLD Version is 001 
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Bootrom Version is 514                                       ------ Note② 

[Subslot 0] 24GE+4SFP  Hardware Version is REV.B 

[Subslot 1] 8 SFP Hardware Version is REV.D 

            CPLD Version is 002 

            Bootrom Version is 240 

[Subslot 2] 2 STACK Hardware Version is REV.B 

 

Version Usage Limitations and Important 
Notes 
Notice about storm suppression 

Please use pps mode when enabling storm suppression, because it is inaccurate in ratio 
mode. 

Notice about forwarding capacity 
The device can't reach wire speed for full ports in stacking mode  

Notice about queue-schedule  
If the queue-schedule is changed, the system anti-attack function may be affected. 
Please leave queue-schedule unchanged if there is no special requirement. 

IP packets with option field can't be forwarded. 

Limitation of flow-control 
The device can only process received PAUSE frame, but it can't send out PAUSE frame. 

Notice about SSH and SFTP 
When a device is used as SSH server or SFTP server, it only supports putty, which is a 
third-party client software. 

Notice about user-defined ACL 
Please add 4-byte offset for VLAN tag when calculating the offset of user-defined ACL, 
because the device treats all packets as vlan-tagged in switch chip. 

Limitation of outbound port mirroring 
The packets sent by CPU can't be mirrored on egress port. 

Limitation of port mirroring on expansion card 
If some packets get into main board and get out from expansion card, then those 
outbound packets can't be monitored by a monitor port on main board. 

Limitation of displaying MAC address 
When user executes command "display mac-address" on a stack, only the MAC addresses 
in the main board of local unit will be displayed by default, and the MAC addresses on 
expansion card and other unit will not be displayed. 

Notice about VLAN-mapping  
Do not use VLAN-mapping with voice VLAN, 802.1x, MAC authentication, port-security, 
mac-max-count, which is strongly suggested. 
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Notice about mac-address-mapping and VLAN 
An inexistent destination VLAN can be configured in mac-address-mapping, and the 
corresponding MAC entry replication occurs in the VLAN. 

ARP Inspection, IP check features do not support link-aggregation. 

DHCP-snooping can't work with QinQ. 

Notice about mac-address-mapping and link-aggregation 
If mac-address-mapping needs to be enabled on a link-aggregation, please configure 
mac-address-mapping first, then configure link-aggregation; when removing 
mac-address-mapping, please remove link-aggregation first. When there are lots of MAC 
addresses needed to be mapped, please do not do shutdown and undo shutdown 
operation frequently. 

Notice about RIP protocol 
If an interface turns up and down with high frequency and many protocol packets are 
injected into that interface, then some routes in garbage state can't be deleted probably. 

BGP doesn't support ECMP. 

About updating Bootrom for expansion card 
Please don't upgrade the expansion card Bootrom before new (larger than V220) 
expansion card Bootrom is released. 

About giant packets and CRC packets statistic 
Giant packets and CRC packets can not be counted accurately on 10GE expansion card. 

About FLASH operation 
Please avoid powering off the device when executing commands like "save" which 
modifies the content of FLASH. 

About encryption algorithm 
A version prior to R1702P42 might not support the cipher and simple keywords or use a 
different password encryption algorithm than R1702P42 or a later version. If you downgrade 
the software from R1702P42 or a later version to a version prior to R1702P42, or upgrade it to 
R1702P42 or a later version and roll it back after saving the configuration file, the relevant 
configuration commands might get lost or the passwords might become invalid. For more 
information, see the change descriptions for the commands. 

Version Features 
Version Hardware Features 

Table 3 Hardware Features 

Item Description 
Size(Width×Heigh
t×Depth) 

S5600-26C: 440mm×43.6mm×420mm 
S5600-50C: 440mm×43.6mm×420mm 
S5600-26C-PWR: 440mm×43.6mm×420mm 
S5600-50C-PWR: 440mm×43.6mm×420mm 
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S5600-26F: 440mm×43.6mm×420mm 

Weight ≤7.5Kg(24 Port devices) 
≤8Kg(48 Port devices) 

Input voltage AC: Rated Voltage range:100-240V,50/60Hz 
Max Voltage range:90-264V,0/60Hz 
DC: Rated Voltage range:-60 - -48V 
Max Voltage range:-72 - -36V 

System max 
power 
consumption 

40W (28 Port  none  PWR devices) 
50W(52 Port none  PWR devices) 
380W(28 Port PWR devices) 
380W(52 Port PWR devices) 

Temperature 0°C to 45°C 

Relative humidity 10%~90% 

 

Version Software Features 
Table 4 Software Features 

Service Supported software feature and description 
IRF stack Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) allows user to build an IRF fabric by 

interconnecting several devices to provide more ports for network devices. It 
also improves the topology stability of your network. 
Stack software auto-upgrading is supported. If the software version of a unit is 
different from the master unit, the master software image will be transferred 
to the unit, then the unit will reboot automatically with the master software 
image. 

HGMP HGMP can simplify the network management, and it supports topology 
management and trace MAC functions. 
HGMP topology management function can display the network topology 
with a diagram, and it supports blacklist. 
Trace MAC function provides user a way to find the location of a device 
through its MAC or IP address. 

STP/RSTP/MSTP Spanning Tree Protocol is supported, which is  IEEE 
802.1D/802.1W/802.1S-compliant 

Smart-link Smart Link can achieve link redundant backup and fast convergence to 
meet the user demand for fast convergence. 

BPDU filter User can configure the BPDU guard function based on ports, thus 
guaranteeing that protocols using BPDUs can operate properly. 

Link aggregation Manual link-aggregation, LACP dynamic link-aggregation and static 
link-aggregation are supported. 

Port 
auto-negotiation 

Speed and duplex negotiation are supported. User can also configure the 
auto-negotiation capability of speed for a port. 

Jumbo Frame Jumbo frame up to 9K-byte long is supported 

Giant frame 
statistic 

This feature provides a new command to choose whether a giant frame is 
treated as an error packet. 
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Display 
packet-drop 

The packet-drop statistic can be checked with a command. 

Flow interval The port statistics collecting interval is configurable. 

Flow control IEEE 802.3x-compliant flow control for full-duplex 
Back-pressure based flow control for half-duplex 

Storm constrain This function monitors the traffic on a port and applies some actions if the 
traffic is over the threshold. 

ESFP support ESFP module is supported. 

Port Priority Port can trust the 802.1p priority in tag. It can also treat with all the packets as 
if they have the same specified priority. 

Port loopback test Loopback test provides means to detect port faults onsite. The internal 
loopback test is used to diagnose the physical channels between MAC chips 
and PHY chips; the external loopback test is used to diagnose the physical 
channels between PHY chips and network interfaces with the help of 
self-loop header. The two tests used together can distinguish whether a fault 
is a switch fault or a link fault. 

Unicast, multicast 
and broadcast 
packets 
suppression 

Configured based on ports 
Supporting suppression by bandwidth ratio and suppression by pps (packets 
per second) 
Broadcast-suppression can be enabled on all ports with one command 

Port link delay This feature is used to delay reporting the up/down status, which can 
eliminate the effect of hardware connection dithering. If the time between 
down and up is very short, the software will ignore it. 

Port isolate If some ports are added to an isolate-group, then they are isolated from 
each other. 
Port-isolate across unit is supported. 

VLAN Support IEEE 802.1Q-compliant VLANs. Port-based VLAN and protocol-based 
VLAN are also supported. 

GVRP With GVRP enabled on a device, the VLAN registration information received 
by the device from other devices is used to dynamically update the local 
VLAN registration information. The device also propagates the local VLAN 
registration information to other devices so that all the devices in the same 
LAN can have the same VLAN information. 

Protocol VLAN Associate a VLAN with a protocol to create a protocol template, and 
associate the protocol template with a port. After that, If the packets 
received by the port accord with the protocol template, then those packets 
are forwarded in the respective VLAN. 

Voice VLAN The voice VLAN feature is able to add ports into voice VLAN by identifying 
the source MAC addresses of packets. Thus, the voice traffic can take 
appropriate priority so as to ensure the voice quality. This feature supports 
two modes: manual and automatic.  

Voice vlan legacy Cisco IP phone can be identified if this function is enabled. 

VLAN mapping By deploying VLAN mapping on a switch connecting user network to carrier 
network, you can change the VLAN tags of user packets to those in carrier 
network. Thus, the requirement of the carrier network is met. 

QINQ (vlan-vpn) QinQ is a simple yet flexible layer-2 tunneling technology. It tags packets with 
an outer VLAN tag, thus those packets can be transmitted through the 
service providers’ backbone networks with 2 tags. In public networks, 
packets with 2 tags are transmitted by their outer VLAN tag. 
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BPDU Tunnel  On a layer-2 VPN channel, this feature creates a transmission tunnel for 
several protocol packets, namely CDP, HGMP, LACP, PAGP, PVST, STP, UDLD 
and VTP. 

Selective QINQ Selective QinQ is an enhanced application of QinQ. It modifies the outer 
VLAN tag according to the inner VLAN tag, and it also remarks the outer tag 
priority according to the inner tag priority. 

DLDP DLDP can detect the link status of an optical fiber cable or copper twisted 
pair (such as super category 5 twisted pair). If DLDP finds a unidirectional link, 
it disables the related port automatically or prompts you to disable it 
manually according to the configurations, to avoid network problems. 
When the uni-direction link restores normal, the port in DLDP down state can 
recover. 

MAC address 
table 

Automatic MAC address learning is supported. 

Add Multicast 
MAC address 
manually 

Some ports can be added to a multicast MAC manually. 

Long domain 
name  

The domain name can be configured more than 16 characters 

802.1X 
authentication 

The main purpose of IEEE 802.1x protocol is to implement authentication for 
wireless LAN users. But its application in LANs defined by IEEE 802 LAN 
standards provides a method of authentication for LAN users. 

EAD quick 
deployment 

It provides the forcible deployment of EAD clients with 802.1x authentication, 
easing the work of EAD client deployment. 

802.1x 
re-authentication 

If this function is enabled, a device checks if a user is still online periodically. If 
a user doesn’t response in time, the device forces the user offline. 

Handshake 
packet protection 

This feature checks the dot1X handshake packets, so that the device is 
protected against attacks from fake clients. 

802.1x online user 
handshake 
function 

Online user handshake is configurable with command. If 802.1x client doesn’t 
support this function, this function should be disabled on device. Otherwise, 
the online user maybe is considered offline wrongly. 

Centralized MAC 
address 
authentication 

Centralized MAC address authentication is triggered by users' data packets. 
In this authentication, users' MAC addresses are used as both user names 
and passwords. Upon receiving the first packet from a user, the device sends 
Radius authentication packet to a Radius server. If the authentication passes, 
the source MAC address is added to MAC address table, and the user is 
allowed to access network. 

MAC 
authentication 
supports guest 
VLAN 

When a client failed MAC-authentication, it will join in the guest VLAN. 

Multiple 
calling-station-Id 
mode 

Calling-Station-Id is attribute 31 of RADIUS and is used to transmit the user 
identification to a server. In 802.1x and mac-based authentication, this 
attributes is set to supplicant MAC addresses typically. The following four 
formats are supported. 
1. lowercase XXXX-XXXX-XXXX  
2. uppercase XXXX-XXXX-XXXX 
3. lowercase XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX 
4. uppercase XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX 

WEB With Web authentication, users are freed from installing any special 
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authentication authentication client software. 

Port Security Port security is a security mechanism for network access control. It is an 
expansion to the current 802.1x and MAC address authentication. 
Port security allows user to define various security modes that enable devices 
to learn legal source MAC addresses, so that user can implement different 
network security management as needed. 

RADIUS Radius protocol is supported. The device interacts with RADIUS server, so that 
all network access is in control. 

HWTACACS HWTACACS protocol is an enhancement protocol based on 
TACACS(RFC1492). 
The switch can do local authentication if the HWTACACS authentication fails. 
Super authentication is supported by HWTACAS. When a low-to-high user 
level switching is performed, system prompts to input user and password, 
then the system tries to do an HWTACACS authentication with that 
information. 

IP+MAC+PORT 
binding 

For a designated port, only the packets with bounded IP+MAC can pass. It 
doesn’t affect other ports. 

Network Protocol Multiple protocols are supported, such as TCP/IP, Secondary IP, ARP, 
Gratuitous ARP. 

IP address table IP address entries are supported. 

Proxy ARP and 
local ARP proxy 

With the proxy ARP feature enabled on a switch, hosts on the same network 
segment but different physical networks appear as if they are on the same 
physical network. 

IP routing Static routing and dynamic routing are supported. The supported dynamic 
routing protocol includes RIP, OSPF and BGP. 
As to RIP, user can set route cost to designated value for specific import or 
export RIP route through route-policy 

OSPF P2MP 
unicast mode 

OSPF P2MP unicast mode is used to work with Cisco 3550 series switches’ 
p2mp non-broadcast interface. 

Some OSPF NSSA 
changes 
documented in 
RFC3101 

1. Change to the Type-7 AS external routing calculation 
Type-7 LSAs with P bit set are preferred. 
2. Change to Type-7 LSAs 
When a Type-7 LSA is created, a loopback interface is preferred as the 
Forwarding Address. 
3. Change to translating Type-7 LSAs into Type-5 LSAs 
The translator election algorithm of RFC 1587 has been updated to close a 
bug. 

DNS client DNS is a mechanism used to provide domain name-to-IP address translation. 

DHCP server The device can act as DHCP server to allocate IP address for DHCP clients. 

DHCP-Snooping 
security 

DHCP-snooping, ARP detection and IP check work together to achieve 
security. DHCP-snooping records the IP request results and responses to 
DHCP NAK and decline packets. 
ARP detection can discards illegal ARP packets, and IP check can discards 
illegal IP packets. 

DHCP-relay The earlier DHCP protocol only applies to the circumstances that DHCP 
clients and DHCP servers are in the same subnet and cannot operate across 
network segments. DHCP Relay is introduced to resolve this problem. Through 
DHCP relay, DHCP clients in a LAN can communicate with a DHCP server in 
another subnet to obtain valid IP addresses.  
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What’s more, fake DHCP server detection function is supported by DHCP 
relay. 

DHCP option 82 
string 

When device receives a DHCP packet from client, it fills option82 information 
in the packet and transmits the packet to server. If the device receives a 
packet from server, it removes the option82 information and sends the 
packet to client. 

Multicast  1. PIM-DM, PIM-SM, IGMP and IGMP Snooping protocols are supported. 
2. IGMP v3 snooping only works in compatible mode. When the device 

receives an IGMP v3 report packet, only the groups information will be 
taken for the multicast (*, g) and the source information will be ignored. 

MSDP Multicast Source Discovery Protocol 

Multicast 
source-lifetime 

The aging time of multicast forwarding entry can be changed by command. 

Configuring a Host 
Statically to Join a 
Group 

User can configure a port as a static member port of a multicast group. 

Configurable 
static router port 

User can configure a router port on a switch as a static router port 

PIM SM protocol 
RTP-SPT switch 

PIM SM RPT-to-SPT switching can be disabled with a command. 

Multicast traffic 
load-balance on 
a link-aggregation 

If there are two or more member ports of a link-aggregation on a unit and 
the physical master port is among them, then multicast traffic can be 
balanced among those ports. 

IGMP snooping 
nonflooding 

This function can forbid unknown multicast packets to flood in a VLAN. 

Multicast Source 
Port Check  

Multicast Source Port Check provides a CLI ‘multicast-source-deny’, which 
can deny the ingress multicast data traffic on designated port for prevent 
attacking 

Unknown 
Multicast Drop 

When this feature is applied, unknown multicast traffic can’t flood in VLAN for 
saving bandwidth  

NTP NTP is used to distribute accurate time in a network.  

Redundancy VRRP (Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol) 

QoS 1. Bandwidth management, and granularity is 64kbits/s. 
2. Priority setting based on VLAN ID field, IEEE 802.1P, ToS/Diffserv and so on. 
3. 8 sending queues per port 
4. Queue scheduling algorithms such as SP, and WRR 
5. Traffic classification 
6. QoS profile 

Batch ACL 
assignment based 
on VLAN 

It allows user to apply some ACL rules to all the member ports of a VLAN. 
After the configuration, the ACL rules can be checked in the configuration 
file. 

Link type ACL 
(ACL greater than 
4000) supports 
C-tag-vlan range 

The C-tag-vlan range configuring is supported by ACL 4xxxx. 

Traffic-redirect 
supports 
link-aggregation 
as destination 

Packets can be redirected to the master port of a link-aggregation group. 
After redirection, the packets can be untagged or tagged. 
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port.  

Remote Port 
Mirroring 

Remote port mirroring does not require the source and destination ports to 
be on the same device. The source and destination ports can be located on 
multiple devices across the network. This allows an administrator to monitor 
traffic on remote devices conveniently. 

Password 
recovery 

Password recovery technique is adopted for the recovery of Bootrom and 
APP passwords 

Diagnostics and 
alarm output 

When a switch operates, hardware/software problems maybe occurs; 
recording and reporting problems in time is important for troubleshooting the 
problems. 

Fast start Fast startup mode and full startup mode are supported. 
In fast startup mode, the device skips the POST (power-on self-test) and runs 
the application directly, so it takes less time for the device to startup.  
In full startup mode, the switch performs the whole POST process. 
User can configure the startup mode in Bootrom menu. 

Software load and 
update 

Software updating through XMODEM, FTP and TFTP is supported. 
Supporting FTP/TFTP client, FTP server 

System 
configuration and 
management  

1. Configuration through CLI (Command Line Interface) 
2. Configuration through the Console port 
3. Web network management 
4. Local/remote configuration through Telnet 
5. Remote configuration through Modem 
6. SNMP-based network management 
7. RMON (remote monitoring) 1/2/3/9 group MIBs 
8. System logging 
9. Hierarchical alarming 
10. Filter, output, and statistics of alarm/debug information 
11. Diagnostic tools: Ping, Trace, and so on. 

Cipher secret 
code 
configuration for 
SNMPv3 

Cipher secret code can be copied and pasted for secret code 
configuration of SNMP v3 user 

SNMP mib-view 
mask 
configuration 

This feature provides user a method to configure MIB-view group with mask. 

Info-center 
supports UTC-time 
format. 

UTC time zone can be added to the time stamp string printed by information 
center. 

EAP 
authentication 
mode for Telnet 

When telnet users do RADIUS authentication, the switch processes RADIUS 
access challenge packet, passes the user input to server and passes the 
reply message to telnet client. 

Enable/Disable 
displaying of 
default log 
banner 

There is a corp. name in the copyright information of Telnet or console, which 
may cause insecurity. New command is added to disable/enable prompting 
default log banner. 
User-configured banner will be displayed on an FTP client when an FTP user 
accesses the switch. 
A device is configured as HTTP server, and an HTTP banner string is configured 
on the device. If a user tries to access the switch via WEB browser, then the 
banner information will be displayed before the "Web user login" page 
appears. 
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Syslog monitors 
port status 

By default, the port up/down event is recorded by syslog. This function 
provides a command to allow syslog to ignore the up/down event. 

HWPing HWPing is a network diagnostic tool. It provides more functions than ping 
command. It is used to test the performance of various protocols running in 
networks, such as TCP, UDP, SNMP, HTTP, DHCP, DNS, FTP etc. 

POE The device with POE function can supply power to PD (Powered Device) 
through Ethernet cables. 

POE software 
updating across 
unit 

In a stack, user can update all the member devices by running command 
“update fabric <filename>” one time. 

Configurable port 
MAC address 

The MAC address of a port can be changed by command, so that the 
device sends protocol packet, such as STP BPDU, with specified source MAC 
address. 

High-end reserved 
memory 

Exception-rebooting and power-off-rebooting information are recorded into 
high-end reserved memory.  
If memory usage reaches the threshold, new memory request is recorded 
into high-end reserved memory. 
If the CLI freezes, the device can be rebooted by inputting string “2_/Zt”. 

Burst mode This feature enhances the performance of forwarding burst traffic, but the 
QoS performance falls a bit. 

Close TCP/UDP 
port by default 

To improve the security, some TCP/UDP ports are closed by default. They are 
opened only if the related functions are enabled. 

IPv6 management Some IPv6 management functions are supported, such as IPv6 management 
interface IP address configuration, ping6, tracert6, telnet6, tftp6, dns6, ND. 

 

Version Changes 
Changed Features 

Table 5 Changed Features 

Version 
Number 

Item Description 

CMW310-R1
702P44 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P42 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1 Changed None 
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702P41 Hardware 
Features 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P39 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P20 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P19 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P15 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P13 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P12 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New features: 
1. DHCP client supports automatic configuration of default 

route 

CMW310-R1
702P11 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P09 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 
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Changed 
Software 
Features 

New features: 
1. 802.1X Unicast Trigger Function 
2. Mandatory 802.1X authentication domain 
3. Multiple secondary RADIUS servers 
4. AAA servers per user type 

CMW310-R1
702P07 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P06 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New features: System-guard transparent feature 
With this function, you can configure the switch not to deliver 
OSPF, PIM, RIP, or VRRP multicast packets to the CPU while the 
corresponding protocol is not enabled on the switch. 

CMW310-R1
702P05 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New features: 
1. Mac-address max-mac-count log 
2. LACP MAD 
3. OSPF supports Appendix E 

CMW310-R1
702P01 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New features: 
1. Restart accounting when the reauthentication user name 

changes. 
2. Private LLDP MIB  
3. CPU-protection feature 
4. Command-alias feature 
5. Loopback detection trap 
6. IPV6 ACL feature 

CMW310-R1
702 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

None 

CMW310-F1
701L10 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New features: 
1. Web-based cluster 
2. Cut dot1x connections on a port via MIB 
3. Configurable source IP address of IGMP snooping 
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special-query packets 
4. Unicode input support 
5. IGMP packet transparent in QinQ 
6. Local ARP proxy and ARP Proxy is configurable 
7. DSA, RSA negotiation order is automatic 
8. Configurable prune delay 
9. Controllable IGMP-snooping router port  
10. Configure port loopback-detection in batches 
11. Triple authentication 
12. RADIUS support to assign line-rate feature 
13. Support auto powerdown feature 
14. If a port is unused or the link connected with the prot is down, 

the port will enter the power saving mode, the port's power 
will be reduced. 

15. Support attribute ignore feature 
16. This feature can configure by RADIUS, ignore the 

authentication attribute in the packet of RADIUS 
Authentication Accept. 

17. Support HTTPS 
18. Support auto VLAN 
19. Support the collaboration of mirroring and STP state 

CMW310-F1
701L06 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New feature: 
1. ARP and IP Attack Defense feature. 
Four functions are included in ARP and IP Attack Defense 
feature: (1) Configuring the Maximum Number of Dynamic ARP 
Entries that a VLAN Interface Can Learn; (2) ARP Packet Filtering 
Based on Gateway’s Address; (3) ARP/IP Attack Defense Based 
on 802.1x; (4) Configuring ARP Source MAC Address Consistency 
Check. The fourth function has been shown in "Changes in 
Operations" chapter, so we don't give uncecessary details here. 
The front three functions are explained in the following sections. 
For the front two functions, ARP flood attacks and ARP attacks of 
forging gateway are two familiar ARP attacks in campus 
networks. In order to prevent ARP flood attacks, you can limit the 
number of dynamic ARP entries that the VLAN interface can 
learn. In order to prevent ARP attacks using the gateway’s IP 
address as the source IP address, you can bind the IP address of 
the gateway to a user port on the switch, so that the ARP 
packets with the gateway’s IP address as the source IP address 
are discarded; you can also bind the IP and MAC addresses of 
the gateway to the cascade port or uplink port on the switch, so 
that only the ARP packets with both the specified source IP and 
MAC addresses are allowed to pass. 
For the third function, In order to offer an allocation method of a 
lot of static ip addresses on dot1x environment, we use the 
attack prevention method of ARP Detecion and IP Check, 
through binding user’s IP and MAC address, to realize a attack 
defense method of static user on no DHCP environment, this 
method needn’t to configure many static binding items. It is 
convenient to configure, and it can reduce the error on process 
of configuration. 
Because there are too many involved command lines of ARP 
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and IP Attack Defense feature, and configuration steps are very 
different in various environments, please refer to “ARP and IP 
Attack Defense Operation Manual.pdf” and “ARP and IP Attack 
Defense Command Manual.pdf” for more details. 
2. MFF(MAC-Forced Forwarding) feature. 
Access-layer switches support MAC-forced forwarding (MFF), 
which provides a solution for Layer 2 isolation and Layer 3 
interoperability among clients within the same broadcast 
domain. 
A device that enabled MFF intercepts an ARP request and then 
returns the MAC address of a gateway to the sender. In this way, 
the sender is forced to send all packets to the gateway for traffic 
monitoring and attack prevention. 
The MFF feature is typically used in combination with port 
isolation, IP filtering, and ARP intrusion detection. It is used on 
access-layer switches to implement traffic filtering, Layer 2 
isolation, and Layer 3 interoperability among the hosts, thereby 
enhancing access-layer network security. For details about port 
isolation, IP filtering, and ARP intrusion detection, please refer to 
the sections covering port isolation, DHCP, and ARP in this 
manual. 
Because of complexity of MFF configuration, For details about 
operation steps, please refer to “MFF Command.pdf” and “MFF 
Operation.pdf”. 

CMW310-F1
700L01 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New feature:  
1. LLDP feature 

CMW310-R1
602 

Changed 
Hardware 
Features 

None 

Changed 
Software 
Features 

New features: 
1. Some OSPF NSSA changes documented in RFC3101 
2. DHCP-Snooping security 
3. Proxy ARP and local ARP proxy 
4. VLAN mapping 
5. Selective QINQ 
6. Batch ACL assignment based on VLAN 
7. IGMP snooping nonflooding 
8. FTP banner information 
9. HTTP banner information 
10. Syslog monitors port configuration 
11. Enable/Disable displaying of default log banner 
12. Port Auto-Negotiation Speed 
13. Port link delay 
14. Configuring a Host Statically to Join a Group 
15. Smart-link 
16. Info-center supports UTC-time format. 
17. WEB authentication 
18. Configurable static router port 
19. Storm constrain 
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20. Link type ACL (ACL greater than 4000) supports C-tag-vlan 
range 

21. Traffic-redirect supports link-aggregation as destination port.  
22. IPv6 management 
23. DHCP-snooping enhancement  
24. ESFP support 
25. Stack software auto upgrade 
26. Port isolate across unit 
27. EAP authentication mode for Telnet 
28. Port security "and", "or" mode 
29. OSPF P2MP unicast mode 
30. Apply cost for RIP route 
31. Cipher secret code configuration for SNMPv3 
32. IGMP V3 Snooping 
33. Long domain name  
34. SNMP mib-view mask configuration 
35. MAC authentication supports guest VLAN 
36. HWPING test enhancement 
37. DLDP recover 
38. DHCP option 82 
39. Do local authentication when HWTACACS authentication 

fails 
40. Super authentication for HWTACACS 
41. HGMP topology management and trace MAC 
42. Display packet-drop 
43. EAD quick deployment 
44. BPDU Tunnel enhancement 

Changes in Command Lines 
Table 6 Changes in Commands 

Version 
Number 

Item Description 

CMW310-R1
702P44 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P42 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

local-user password-display-mode { auto | cipher-force } 
undo local-user password-display-mode 

Modified 
Command

Refer to Details of Added or Modified CLI Commands in 
CMW310-R1702P42 
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s 

CMW310-R1
702P41 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P39 

New 
Command
s 

dot1x critical vlan 
Syntax 
dot1x auth-fail-retry retry-value 
undo dot1x auth-fail-retry 
Views 
System view 
Parameters 
retry-value: Specifies the maximum number of 802.1X authentication 
attempts for MAC-authenticated users, in the range of 0 to 50. A 
value of 0 represents no limit.  
Description 
Use the dot1x auth-fail-retry command to specify the maximum 
number of 802.1X authentication attempts for MAC-authenticated 
users.  
Use the undo dot1x auth-fail-retry command to restore the default.  
By default, the maximum number of 802.1X authentication attempts 
for MAC-authenticated users is 5.  
Examples 
# Specify the maximum number of 802.1X authentication attempts 
for MAC-authenticated users as 3.  
<Sysname> system-view 
[Sysname] dot1x auth-fail-retry 3  

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

arp rate-limit enable 
Old syntax 
arp rate-limit enable 
New syntax 
arp rate-limit enable [ noshut ] 
View 
Ethernet interface view 
Change description 
When the number of ARP packets that an ARP rate limit-enabled 
port receives per second exceeds the upper limit: 
  Before modification: The device shuts down the port.  
  After modification: If the noshut keyword is specified, the device 
only generates alarms and discards incoming ARP packets without 
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shutting down the port. 
 
 

CMW310-R1
702P20 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P19 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P15 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P14 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

mac-authentication timer offline-detect 

Refer to H3C S5600 Series Ethernet Switches Command 
Manual-Release 1702 for detail. 

CMW310-R1
702P13 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1 New 
Command

None 
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702P12 s 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P11 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P09 

New 
Command
s 

Refer to H3C S5600 Series Ethernet Switches Command 
Manual-Release 1702 for details of the following new features: 
1. 802.1X Unicast Trigger Function 
2. Mandatory 802.1X authentication domain 
3. Multiple secondary RADIUS servers 
4. AAA servers per user type 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P07 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P06 

New 
Command
s 

1. System-Guard Transparent Configuration Commands  
Syntax: 

system-guard transparent { ospf | pim | rip | vrrp } 

undo system-guard transparent { ospf | pim | rip | vrrp }  
View: 
System view 
Parameters: 
ospf: Specifies control of OSPF multicast packets, whose destination 
IP addresses are 224.0.0.5 or 224.0.0.6. 
pim: Specifies control of PIM multicast packets, whose destination IP 
addresses is 224.0.0.13. 
rip: Specifies control of RIP multicast packets, whose destination IP 
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addresses is 224.0.0.9. 
vrrp: Specifies control of VRRP multicast packets, whose destination 
IP addresses is 224.0.0.18. 
Description: 
Use the system-guard transparent command to configure the 
system-guard transparent function for the specified protocol. Then, 
upon receiving a multicast packet of the specified protocol, the 
switch will only broadcast the packet within the corresponding 
VLAN, but not deliver the packet to the CPU for processing.  
Use the undo system-guard transparent command to disable the 
function for the specified protocol. Then, upon receiving a multicast 
packet of the specified protocol, the switch will not only broadcast 
the packet within the corresponding VLAN but also deliver the 
packet to the CPU for processing. 
By default, the system-guard transparent function is disabled on the 
switch. 
Note that: 
If OSPF, PIM, RIP, or VRRP is enabled on the switch, do not enable the 
system-guard transparent function for the protocol. For example, if 
RIP is enabled on the switch, do not configure the system-guard 
transparent rip command. Otherwise, RIP cannot function normally. 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-R1
702P05 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 
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CMW310-R1
702P01 

New 
Command
s 1 

• CPU protection configuration commands 
Syntax: 

system-guard cpu-rcv-limit protection-parameter 
undo system-guard cpu-rcv-limit 
View: 
System view 
Description: 
Use the system-guard cpu-rcv-limit command to enable the CPU 
protection function and set the CPU protection parameter. 
Use the undo system-guard cpu-rcv-limit command to disable the 
CPU protection function. 
By default, the CPU protection function is disabled on the device. 
Parameters: 

protection-parameter: CPU protection parameter, in the range 1 to 
1000. A larger value indicates that more packets are allowed to be 
sent to the CPU within a given time period. The recommended value 
for this parameter is 800. 
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New 
Command
s 2 

• Command alias configuration commands 
1. command-alias enable 
Syntax: 
command-alias enable 
undo command-alias enable 
View: 
System view 
Description: 
Use the command-alias enable command to enable the command 
alias function. 
Use the undo command-alias enable command to disable the 
command alias function. 
By default, the command alias function is disabled, that is, you 
cannot configure command aliases. 
2. command-alias enable 
Syntax: 
command-alias enable 
undo command-alias enable 
View: 
System view 
Description: 
Use the command-alias enable command to enable the command 
alias function. 
Use the undo command-alias enable command to disable the 
command alias function. 
By default, the command alias function is disabled, that is, you 
cannot configure command aliase 
3. display command-alias 
Syntax: 

display command-alias 
View: 
Any view 
Description: 
Use the display command-alias command to display defined 
command aliases and the corresponding commands. 
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New 
Command
s 3 

• local-proxy-arp enable command 
Syntax: 

local-proxy-arp enable [ ip-range startIP to endIP ] 

undo local-proxy-arp enable 
View: 
VLAN interface view 
Description: 
Use the local-proxy-arp enable command to enable local proxy 
ARP. 
Use the undo local-proxy-arp enable command to disable local 
proxy ARP. 
By default, local proxy ARP is disabled. 
Note that only one IP address range can be specified by using the 
ip-range keyword on an interface. 
Related commands: display local-proxy-arp. 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

• rule(IPv6 ACL) 
Syntax: 
rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ cos rule-string rule-mask ] [ dest-ip 
ipv6-address prefix-length ] [ dest-mac rule-string rule-mask ] 
[ double-tag ] [ dscp rule-string rule-mask ] [ ip-protocol rule-string 
rule-mask ] [ ipv6-type ] [ src-ip ipv6-address prefix-length ] [ src-mac 
rule-string rule-mask ] [ vlan rule-string rule-mask ] [ [ src-port 
rule-string rule-mask | dest-port rule-string rule-mask ] * | 
[ icmpv6-type rule-string rule-mask | icmpv6-code rule-string 
rule-mask ] * ] [ time-range time-name ] 
View: 
User-defined ACL view (IPv6 ACL view) 
Description: 
In user-defined ACL view, this command can be used to configure 
IPv6 ACL rules. 

CMW310-R1
702 

New 
Command
s 

None 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 
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CMW310-F1
701L10 

New 
Command
s 1 

• Web-based cluster commands: 
Syntax:  

cluster-snmp-agent community { read | write } 
community-name [ mib-view  view-name ] 
undo cluster-snmp-agent community community-name 
View: Cluster view 
Description: Use the cluster-snmp-agent community command to 
configure a SNMP community for a cluster to enable SNMP access. If 
you have configured a community name the same as the one 
configured by this command, the current one replaces the one 
originally configured on a member switch. Use the undo 
cluster-snmp-agent community command to cancel the community 
name configuration. The community replaced by command 
“cluster-snmp-agent community” can’t be restored by undo 
operation. 
Example: 
# In the cluster view of the master switch, set the community name 
to comaccess and set the community to be read-only. 
[aaa_0.Sysname-cluster] cluster-snmp-agent community read 
comaccess 

# Set the community name to comacceswr and set the community 
as a write-community. 
[aaa_0.Sysname-cluster]cluster-snmp-agent community write 
comacceswr 

# Remove the community name comaccess. 
[aaa_0.Sysname-cluster]undo cluster-snmp-agent community 
comaccess 

New 
Command
s 2 

• Command 2: 
Syntax:  

cluster-snmp-agent group v3 group-name [ authentication | 
privacy ] [ read-view read-view-name ] [ write-view 
write-view-name ] [notify-view notify-view-name ]  

undo cluster-snmp-agent group v3 group-name 
[ authentication | privacy ] 
View: Cluster view 
Description: Use the cluster-snmp-agent group command to 
configure a SNMP group for a cluster to map SNMP users to the SNMP 
view. This command applies to all the authenticated cluster 
members. Use the undo cluster-snmp-agent group command to 
remove the SNMP group configured for a cluster. 
Example: 
# Create an SNMP group named snmpgroup. 
[aaa_0.Sysname-cluster]cluster-snmp-agent group v3 
snmpgroup 
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New 
Command
s 3 

• Command 3: 
Syntax:  

cluster-snmp-agent mib-view included view-name oid-tree 

undo cluster-snmp-agent mib-view view-name 
View: Cluster view 
Description: Use the cluster-snmp-agent mib-view command to 
create or update the information about the MIB view configured for 
a cluster. Use the undo cluster-snmp-agent mib-view command to 
remove the information about the MIB view configured for a cluster. 
Example: 
# Create a view named "mib2" that contains all objects of mib-2. 
[aaa_0.Sysname-cluster]cluster-snmp-agent mib-view included 
mib2 1.3.6.1.2.1 

# Remove mib-view named mib2. 
[aaa_0.Sysname-cluster]undo cluster-snmp-agent mib-view 
mib2 

New 
Command
s 4 

• Command 4: 
Syntax:  
cluster-snmp-agent usm-user v3 username groupname 
[ authentication-mode { md5 | sha } authpassstring [ privacy-mode 
{ des56 privpassstring } ] ]  
undo cluster-snmp-agent usm-user v3 username groupname 
View: Cluster view 
Description: Use the cluster-snmp-agent usm-user v3 command to 
add an account to the SNMPV3 group configured for a cluster.Use 
the undo cluster-snmp-agent usm-user v3 command to remove an 
account from the SNMPV3 group configured for a cluster. 
Example: 
# Add a user named "wang" to the SNMP group named "aaa", with 
authentication enabled, authentication protocol set to MD5, and 
authentication password set to "pass". 
[aaa_0.Sysname-cluster] cluster-snmp-agent usm-user v3 wang 
aaa authentication-mode md5 pass 
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New 
Command
s 5 

• Command 5: 
Syntax:  

cluster switch-to sysname membersysname  
View: User view 
Description: Use the cluster switch-to sysname command to switch 
between the master device and a member device. This command 
can only be executed on master switches. 
Example: 
# Switch to the member switch with the system name being abc 
(assuming that the member number of the switch is 6) and then 
switch back to the master device by executing the quit command. 
<aaa_0.Sysname>cluster switch-to sysname abc 

New 
Command
s 6 

• Command 6:  
IGMP snooping command: 

Syntax: igmp-snooping special-query source-ip 
{ current-interface | ip-address } 
View: vlan view 
Description: This command sets igmp-snooping special-query 
source-ip. 
Example: 
<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] vlan 2 

[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 

[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping special-query source-ip 
10.1.1.1 

New 
Command
s 7 

• Command 7: 
Command for IGMP packet forwarding in QinQ: 

Syntax: [undo] igmp transparent enable 
View: Ethernet interface view 
Description: This command enables/disables igmp transparent 
function. 
Example: 
[Switch-Ethernet1/0/4] igmp transparent enable 

New 
Command
s 8 

• Command 8: 
Command for proxy ARP and local proxy ARP: 

Syntax: [undo] local-proxy-arp enable 
View: vlan interface view 
Description: This command enables/disables local-proxy-arp 
function. 
Example: 
<Switch> system-view 

[Switch] interface Vlan-interface 3 

[Switch-Vlan-interface3] local-proxy-arp enable 
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New 
Command
s 9 

• Command 9: 
PIM prune delay command: 

Syntax: [undo] prune delay interval 
View: PIM view 
Description: This command sets the interval of prune delay. 
Example: 

< Switch > system-view 
System View: return to User View with Ctrl+Z. 
[Switch] multicast routing-enable 
[Switch] pim 
[Switch -pim] prune delay 75 

New 
Command
s 10 

• Command 10: 
IGMP-snooping router port forbidden: 

Syntax: [undo] igmp-snooping query-pkt-deny 
View: interface-view 
Parameters: None 
Description: 
IGMP snooping query-pkt-deny forbids a port to become router port.  
In a network with MFF(MAC-Forced-Forwarding) enabled, the user 
ports shouldn't become router-port. Thus, the command should be 
configured on those user ports. Then, the IGMP query packets 
received by the user ports aren't forwarded if IGMP snooping is 
enabled. 
Example: 
# Configure this function on a port 

[Switch] igmp-snooping enable 
[Switch-vlan100]igmp-snooping enable 
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/6]igmp-snooping query-pkt-deny 
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New 
Command
s 11 

• Command 11: 
Configure loopback-detection in batches: 

Syntax: [undo] loopback-detection interface-list enable 
View: System-view 
Parameters: 
Interface-list: Interface-list indicates { interface-type 
interface-number [ to interface-type interface-number ] }&<1-10>. 
&<1-10> indicates that the former parameters may be input 10 times 
at most. 
Description: 
Loopback-detection interface-list enable configures 
loopback-detection in batches, undo loopback-detection 
interface-list enable cancels loopback-detection in batches. 
Example: 
[sysname]loopback-detection Ethernet 1/0/4 to Ethernet 1/0/8 
enable 

New 
Command
s 12 

• Command 12: 
Triple authentication commands 1: 

Syntax: port-security guest-vlan vlan-id 

             undo port-security guest-vlan 
View: interface-view 
Parameters: Vlan-id: The VLAN ID for guest-VLAN, the range is 1 to 
4094. 
Description: 
Port-security guest-vlan configures the guest VLAN for triple 
authentication. 
Undo port-security guest-vlan cancels the guest-VLAN. 
By default, port-security guest-vlan is not configured. 
Port-security guest-vlan can takes effect without 802.1x enabled in 
system-view or inter-view. 
Example: 
# Configure triple Guest VLAN on a port 
[Sysname] interface Ethernet 0/1 

[Sysname-Ethernet0/1] port-security guest-vlan 100 
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New 
Command
s 13 

• Command 13: 
Triple authentication commands 2: 

Syntax: port-security timer guest-vlan-reauth interval 
             undo port-security timer guest-vlan-reauth 
View: system-view 
Parameters: 
Interval: The range is 1 to 3600 seconds. 
Description: 
Port-security timer guest-vlan-reauth is used to set the period for 
re-authentication. After a port joins the guest-VLAN, the port should 
re-authenticate periodically. 
Undo port-security timer guest-vlan-reauth restores the default 
period. 
The re-authentication period is 30 seconds by default. 
Example: 
# Set re-authentication period as 100 seconds 
<Sysname> system-view 

[Sysname] port-security timer guest-vlan-reauth 100 

New 
Command
s 14 

• Command 14: 
Auto powerdown command: 

Syntax: [undo] port auto-power-down 
View: interface view 
Description: port auto-power-down  
Example: 
[Switch-Ethernet1/0/1]port auto-power-down 

[Switch-Ethernet1/0/1]display this 

# 

interface Ethernet1/0/1 

 port auto-power-down 

# 

return 
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New 
Command
s 15 

• Command 15: 
Attribute ignore command: 
Syntax: 

attribute-ignore { standard | vendor vendor-id } type 
type-value 

undo attribute-ignore { all | standard | vendor vendor-id } 
View: RADIUS view 
Description: 
“attribute-ignore vendor vendor-id type type-value”  is used to add 
a new configuration to ignore all the private attribute that is given 
Vendor ID, Type.  
“attribute-ignore standard type type-value” is used to add a new 
configuration to ignore all the standard  attribute that is given Type.  
“undo attribute-ignore all” is used to undo all the ignore 
configuration of the RADIUS attribute. 
“undo attribute-ignore standard” is used to undo the ignore 
configuration of the RADIUS standard attribute  
“undo attribute-ignore vendor vendor-id” is used to undo the ignore 
configuration of the given Vendor ID private attribute.  
One RADIUS, standard attribute can configure one attribute-ignore 
command at most; identical Vendor ID can configure one 
attribute-ignore command at most. One RADIUS, at most configure 3 
attribute-ignore commands. 
Example: 
#configure RADIUS “system” ignore 81 type standard attribute  
[Switch]radius scheme system 

[Switch-radius-system]attribute-ignore standard type 81 

#configure RADIUS “system” ignore 22 type H3C private attribute 
( Vendor ID=25506 ): 
[Switch-radius-system]attribute-ignore vendor 25506 type 22

#delete RADIUS “system” ignore standard attribute configuration: 
[Switch-radius-system]undo attribute-ignore standard 

#delete RADIUS “system” ignore H3C private attribute configuration:  
[Switch-radius-system]undo attribute-ignore vendor 2011 

#delete RADIUS “system” all the ignore attribute configuration:  
[Switch-radius-system]undo attribute-ignore all 
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New 
Command
s 16 

• Command 16: 
Modify the local priority of ICMP packets command: 

Syntax: [ undo ] icmp acl-priority 
View: System view 
Description: 
Use the icmp acl-priority command to modify the local priority of 
ICMP packets which are forwarded to CPU. When device is 
configured with IP address, enabling the command will occupy 
some hardware ACL resource. 
Use the undo icmp acl-priority command to keep the local priority 
and free the corresponding hardware ACL resource. 
By default, icmp acl-priority command is applied. 
Example:  
[Switch] undo icmp acl-priority 

New 
Command
s 17 

• Command 17: 
The collaboration of mirroring and STP state command: 

Syntax: [ undo ] mirroring stp-collaboration 
View: System view 
Description: 
Use the mirroring stp-collaboration command to enable the 
collaboration of mirroring and STP state. When a mirroring port has 
an STP discarding state(or has a discarding state in at least one 
instance while in MSTP mode), mirroring on this port doesn’t work. 
When its STP state goes to forwarding state, mirroring is activated. 
Use the undo mirroring stp-collaboration command to disable the 
collaboration.  
By default, the mirroring port is independent of its STP state. 
Example:  
[Switch] mirroring stp-collaboration 

 
Please refer to the Operation Manual and Command Manual for 
more new commands. 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 
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CMW310-F1
701L06 

New 
Command
s 1 

• Command 1: 

Syntax: [undo] ip source static import dot1x 
View: System view 
Parameters: None 
Description:  
Use the ip source static import dot1x command to enable using 
IP-MAC bindings of authenticated 802.1x clients for ARP attack 
detection. The IP-MAC bindings of authenticated 802.1x clients are 
used for ARP attack detection after IP-MAC static bindings and 
DHCP snooping entries are checked. Use the undo ip source static 
import dot1x command to disable the function.  
By default, this function is disabled. Note that this command should 
be used in cooperation with the arp detection enable command.  
Example: 
# enable security check function of ARP Detection with the dot1x 
authentication information 
# Enable the switch to record IP-MAC bindings of authenticated  
802.1x clients.  
<sysname> system-view 

[sysname] ip source static import dot1x 

New 
Command
s 2 

• Command 2: 

Syntax: [undo] ip check dot1x enable 
View: System view 
Parameters: None 
Description:  
Use the ip check dot1x enable command to enable IP filtering 
based on IP-MAC bindings of authenticated 802.1x clients. Use the 
undo ip check dot1x enable command to disable the function.  
By default, IP filtering based on IP-MAC bindings of authenticated 
802.1x clients is disabled. Note that the ip check dot1x enable and 
the ip check source ip-address mac-address commands are 
mutually exclusive.  
Example: 
# Enable IP filtering based on IP-MAC bindings of authenticated 
802.1x clients on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2.  
<sysname> system-view 

[sysname] interface GigabitEthernet1/0/2 

[sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip check dot1x enable 
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New 
Command
s 3 

• Command 3: 
Syntax: 

 arp max-learning-num number 
 undo arp max-learning-num 
View: VLAN-interface view 
Parameters: 
Number: The max number of ARPs that a vlan-interface can learn. 
Description: 
Command "arp max-learning-num" sets the ARP learning limit, and 
"undo arp max-learning-num" cancles that setting. 
Example: 
# Set the ARP max-learning-number to 500 on vlan-interface 40 
[Switch-Vlan-interface40] arp max-learning-num 500 

New 
Command
s 4 

• Command 4: 
Syntax: 

 arp filter source ip-address 

 undo arp filter source 
View: Ethernet port view 
Parameters: 
Ip-address: The IP address needs to be filtered. 
Description: 
Command "arp filter source" can set the ARP filter condition, and 
"undo arp filter source" can cancel that setting. 
This command should be configured on a user-side interface. 
Example: 
# Filter ARP packets with source IP 10.20.30.1 on 
GigabitEthernet1/0/1 
[Switch] interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 

[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] arp filter source 10.20.30.1
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New 
Command
s 5 

• Command 5: 
Syntax: 

arp filter binding ip-address mac-address 

undo arp filter binding 
View: Ethernet port view 
Parameters: 
Ip-address: the IP address of IP-MAC binding 
Mac-address: the MAC address of IP-MAC binding 
Description: 
Command "arp filter binding" sets IP-MAC binding on an interface, 
and "undo arp filter binding" cancels a binding. 
This command should be configured on an uplink port. 
Example: 
# Configure an IP-MAC binding (source IP is 10.20.30.1, source MAC 
is 0001-0002-0003) on interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 
[Switch] interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 

[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] arp filter binding 10.20.30.1 
1-2-3 

New 
Command
s 6 

• Command 6: 

Syntax: [undo] arp anti-attack valid-check enable 
View: system view 
Parameters: None 
Description: 
This command enables/disables “ARP source MAC consistency 
verification” function. 
The “ARP source MAC consistency verification” function is disabled 
by default.If enabled, then by comparing the source MAC addresses 
of Ethernet head and ARP head, the device can decide whether 
the ARP packet is fake. If a fake ARP packet is found, it will be 
dropped without being learnt or updating any existed ARP entry. 
Example: 
# Enable “ARP source MAC consistency verification” function 
[Switch] arp anti-attack valid-check enable 
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New 
Command
s 7 

• Command 7: 
Syntax: 

 lldp encapsulation snap 
 [undo] lldp encapsulation [snap] 
View: Ethernet port view 
Parameters: None 
Description:  
The command “lldp encapsulation snap” sets LLDP message format 
as SNAP, and “undo lldp encapsulation [snap]” restores LLDP 
message format as Ethernet II by default. New 802.1ab standard 
suggests LLDP support two formats: Ethernet II and SNAP. The port 
enabling LLDP feature only receives and sends LLDP packet 
encapsulated with SNAP format on which the command “lldp 
encapsulation snap” is configured. Otherwise, it would only receives 
and sends LLDP packet encapsulated with Ethernet II format by 
default. 
Example: 
# Configuring LLDP message format as SNAP on interface 
GigabitEthernet1/0/1 

[Switch] interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] lldp encapsulation snap 
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New 
Command
s 8 

• Command 8: 
Syntax: 

arp mac-forced-forwarding { auto | default-gateway 
gateway-ip } 
undo arp mac-forced-forwarding { auto | default-gateway } 
View: VLAN view 
Parameters: 
auto: Specifies the automatic mode. 
default-gateway gateway-ip: Specifies the IP address of the default 
gateway in the manual mode. 
Description: 
Use the arp mac-forced-forwarding command to enable MFF and 
specify an MFF operating mode. To specify the manual mode, you 
need to specify a default gateway. 
Use the arp undo mac-forced-forwarding command to disable MFF. 
By default, MFF is disabled. 
Note that: 
(1) If you execute this command repeatedly, the last configuration 
takes effect.  
(2) If the auto keyword is specified, make sure that DHCP-snooping 
works normally. 
Example: 
# Enable MFF in the automatic mode for VLAN 1 
[Switch] vlan 1 

[Switch-vlan1] arp mac-forced-forwarding auto 
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New 
Command
s 9 

• Command 9: 

Syntax: [undo] arp mac-forced-forwarding network-port 
View: Ethernet port view 
Parameters: None 
Description: 
Use the arp mac-forced-forwarding network-port command to 
configure the current port as an MFF network port. Use the undo arp 
mac-forced-forwarding network-port command to remove the 
current port as an MFF network port.  
By default, no Ethernet port of the switch is configured as an MFF 
network port.  
Note that, if the current Ethernet port is an MFF user port, you need to 
remove the user port configuration before you can configure the 
port as an MFF network port. 
Example: 
# Configure GigabitEthernet1/0/1 as an MFF network port 
[Switch] interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 

[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] arp mac-forced-forwarding 
network-port 
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New 
Command
s 10 

• Command 10: 
Syntax: 

arp mac-forced-forwarding server server-ip&<1-10> 

undo arp mac-forced-forwarding server [ server-ip&<1-10> ] 
View: VLAN view 
Parameters: 
server-ip: IP address of a server. &<1-10> means you can specify up 
to ten server IP addresses in one command line. 
Description: 
Use the arp mac-forced-forwarding server command to specify the 
IP addresses of servers. Use the undo arp mac-forced-forwarding 
server command to remove the specified server IP addresses. If no 
parameter is specified, all the server IP addresses are removed. 
By default, no server IP address is specified. 
Note that: 
1. For communication between hosts and a server, you need to use 

this command to specify the server’s IP address in either MFF 
manual or automatic mode. 

2. If MFF automatic mode is enabled and the gateway and DHCP 
server do not run on the same device, you need to use this 
command to specify the IP address of the DHCP server. 

3. If a VRRP group serves as an MFF gateway, you need to specify 
all the IP addresses of the switches in the VRRP group using this 
command. 

4. MFF does not check whether the IP address of a server is on the 
same network segment as that of a gateway; instead, it verifies 
that the IP address of a server is not all-zero or all-one. An all-zero 
or all-one server IP address is invalid. 

Example: 
# Specify the server at 192.168.1.100 
[Switch] vlan 1 

[Switch-vlan1] arp mac-forced-forwarding server 
192.168.1.100 
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New 
Command
s 11 

• Command 11: 

Syntax: [undo] arp mac-forced-forwarding user-port 
View: Ethernet port view 
Parameters: None 
Description: 
Use the arp mac-forced-forwarding user-port command to 
configure the current port as an MFF user port. Use the undo arp 
mac-forced-forwarding user-port command to remove the current 
port as an MFF user port.  
By default, no Ethernet port of the switch is configured as an MFF user 
port.  
Note the following: 
1. If the current Ethernet port is an MFF network port, you need to 

remove the network port configuration before you can configure 
it as an MFF user port.  

2. IP filtering must be enabled on a port before the port can be 
configured as an MFF user port. IP filtering cannot be disabled on 
an as-configured MFF user port. 

Example: 
# Configure GigabitEthernet1/0/1 as an MFF user port 
[Switch] interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] arp mac-forced-forwarding user-port 

New 
Command
s 12 

• Command 12: 

Syntax: display arp mac-forced-forwarding interface 
View: Any view 
Parameters: None 
Description: 
Use the display arp mac-forced-forwarding interface command to 
display the MFF port configuration information. 
Example: 
# Display MFF port configuration information 
<Switch> display arp mac-forced-forwarding interface 

User Port: 

----------------------------------------------------------
------------ 

GigabitEthernet1/0/9 

Network Port: 

----------------------------------------------------------
------------ 

GigabitEthernet1/0/2 
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New 
Command
s 13 

Command 13: 

Syntax: display arp mac-forced-forwarding vlan [ vlan-id ] 
View: Any view 
Parameters:  
vlan-id: VLAN ID. 
Description: 
Use the display arp mac-forced-forwarding vlan command to 
display the MFF configuration information of a specified VLAN. If no 
VLAN is specified, the number of VLANs enabled with MFF is 
displayed. 
Example: 
# Display the MFF address configuration number on the switch 
<Switch> display arp mac-forced-forwarding vlan 

Total Configuration Number: 4 

Manual Mode Number: 3 

----------------------------------------------------------
------------ 

VLAN 1 to 2, VLAN 5 

Auto Mode Number: 1 

----------------------------------------------------------
------------ 

VLAN 10 

 

# Display the MFF configuration information of VLAN 1 

<Switch> display arp mac-forced-forwarding vlan 1 

VLAN 1 

Mode   : Manual 

Gateway: 

----------------------------------------------------------
------------ 

10.10.10.1       (N/A) 

Server : 

----------------------------------------------------------
------------ 

10.10.0.1 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

None 

CMW310-F1
700L01 

New 
Command
s 1 

• Command 1: Voice VLAN Commands  

undo voice vlan qos 
voice vlan qos { INTEGER<0-7> INTEGER<0-63> | trust } 
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New 
Command
s 2 

• Command 2: LLDP commands 
Many command lines are added for LLDP feature. The detailed 
document will be provided in future. 

New 
Command
s 3 

• Command 3: Hwping commands  

undo hwping-agent max-requests 
hwping-agent max-requests INTEGER<1-5> 

hwping-agent clear 
ttl INTEGER<1-255> 

New 
Command
s 4 

• Command 4: HWTACACS command 
undo hwtacacs scheme STRING<1-32> 

Deleted 
Command
s 

None 

Modified 
Command
s 

• Hwping commands: 
display hwping { results | history | jitter | statistics } [ STRING<1-32> 
STRING<1-32> ] 
test-type { dhcp | ftp | http | icmp | jitter [ codec { g711a | g711u 
| g729a } ] | snmpquery | tcpprivate | tcppublic | udpprivate | 
udppublic | dns } 
[ undo ] hwping-server tcpconnect X.X.X.X INTEGER<1-50000> 
[ undo ] hwping-server udpecho X.X.X.X INTEGER<1-49999> 
destination-port INTEGER<1-50000> 
source-port INTEGER<1-50000> 
jitter-interval INTEGER<0-4294967295> 
jitter-packetnum INTEGER<0-4294967295> 
filename STRING<1-230> 
http-string STRING<1-230> STRING<1-12> 

CMW310-R1
602 

New 
Command
s 

Please refer to command manual 

Deleted 
Command
s 

Command: 

Syntax: language-mode { english | chinese } 
View: user view 
Reason: Chinese language isn't supported any longer. 

Modified 
Command
s 

Please refer to command manual 
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Changes in MIBs 
Table 7 Changes in MIB Files 

Version 
Number 

Item MIB File Name Module 
Name 

Description 

CMW310-R17
02P44 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P42 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P41 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P39 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P20 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P19 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P15 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P14 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P13 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P12 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P11 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P09 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P07 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P06 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P05 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02P01 

New • H3C-VOICE
-VLAN-MIB 

• H3C-LLDP-E
XT-MIB 

• VOICE 
VLAN 

• LLDP 

1.  Add node 
h3cVoiceVlanPortLegacy and 
h3cVoiceVlanPortQosTrus in 
h3cvoiceVlanPortTable to control 
'voice VLAN legacy' and 'voice 
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VLAN QOS trust'. 
2. Adding the following private MIB: 
• h3clldpAdminStatus: 

Enable/Disable LLDP in global; 
• h3clldpComplianceCDPStatus: 

LLDP supports CDP in global; 
• h3clldpPortConfigTable:LLDP port 

configure table; 
• h3clldpPortConfigPortNum: LLDP 

port number; 
• h3clldpPortConfigCDPComplianc

eStatus: LLDP supports CDP in port 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-R17
02 

New None None None 

Modified None None None 

CMW310-F17
01L10 

New None None None 

Modified dot1x_tree.c dot1xPae
PortInitializ
e 

This node did not function in the past. 
After modified, its function becomes: 
Setting this attribute to TRUE causes 
the port to cut all its 802.1x users, The 
attribute value reverts to FALSE once 
cutting operation is completed. 
Setting this attribute to FALSE has no 
effect. 
This attribute always returns FALSE 
when it is read 

Changes in Operations  
CMW310-R1702P44 Changes in Operations 

None. 

CMW310-R1702P42 Changes in Operations 
None. 

CMW310-R1702P41 Changes in Operations 
Modified the value of node hh3cUserPassword in HH3C-USER-MIB due to security concerns. 
When read, hh3cUserPassword always returns a zero-length OCTET STRING. 

CMW310-R1702P39 Changes in Operations 
Changed to the operation mode of the hwDHCPSIPInUseTable and 
hwDHCPSIPInUseExTable MIB 

Before modification, if the switch is enabled with DHCP server and has assigned IP 
addresses, the hwDHCPSIPInUseExTable and the hwDHCPSIPInUseTable MIB tables contain 
IP address assignment data after an SNMP walk operation is performed on them. 
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After modification, if the switch is enabled with DHCP server and has assigned IP addresses, 
the hwDHCPSIPInUseExTable and the hwDHCPSIPInUseTable MIB tables do not contain IP 
address assignment data after an SNMP walk operation is performed on them. 

The operation of set the maximum number of 802.1X authentication attempts for the 
MAC-Authenticated users that are online 

In early version: Unlimited. 

In current version: Provide 'dot1x auth-fail-retry' command to set the maximum number of 
attempts. By default, the maximum number of attempts is 5. 

The operation of EAPOL V2 
In early version: The system only supports to process the EAPOL packets of version 1, the 
EAPOL packets of version 2 will be dropped. 

In current version: The system supports to process the EAPOL packets of version 1 and the 
EAPOL packets of version 2 

The change to the max value of the dot1x re-authentication timer 
The max value of the dot1x re-authentication timer is modified from 7200s (2 hours) to 
86400s (24 hours). 

The change to the value of Server-Type used in radius access request packets of MAC 
authentication 

To differentiate the user type, the value of Server-Type used in radius access request 
packets changes from 2 to 10 in the case of MAC address authentication. The other 
authentication keeps the original value 2. 

The 'voice vlan lldp' and fabric aren't mutually exclusive any longer 

DHCP Snooping supports forwarding BOOTP packet 

CMW310-R1702P20 Changes in Operations 
None. 

CMW310-R1702P19 Changes in Operations 
None. 

CMW310-R1702P15 Changes in Operations 
None. 

CMW310-R1702P14 Changes in Operations 
The Changes of syslog records WEB user's name 

In early version: The syslog records only the user's name after a WEB user log in, such as: 
%Apr  7 09:10:24:698 2010 switch WEB/5/USER:- 1 -web login succeed  

%Apr  7 09:10:47:961 2010 switch WEB/5/USER:- 1 -web logout 

In current version: The syslog records both the user's name and the user's IP address after a 
WEB user log in, such as: 
%Apr  7 09:20:34:698 2010 switch WEB/5/USER:- 1 -web (1.1.1.1) login succeed 
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%Apr  7 09:20:37:961 2010 switch WEB/5/USER:- 1 -web (1.1.1.1) logout 

The Changes of LLDP function 
In early version:LLDP packets are forwarded to other ports if LLDP function is disabled 
globally. 

In current version:LLDP packets aren't forwarded if LLDP function is disabled globally. 

CMW310-R1702P13 Changes in Operations 
The change of the bootp reply packet’s length 

In early version:  

Switch serves as DHCP relay. If the packet received by the device whose length less than 
300 bytes, the device does not add padding automatically to make packet length to 300 
bytes. 

In current version:  

Switch serves as DHCP relay. If the packet received by the device whose length less than 
300 bytes, the device add padding automatically to make packet length to 300 bytes. 

CMW310-R1702P12 Changes in Operations 
None 

CMW310-R1702P11 Changes in Operations 
Dot1x free-ip and stack aren't mutually exclusive any longer. 

CMW310-R1702P09 Changes in Operations 
The change to DHCP server, DHCP snooping and DHCP Relay 

In early version:  

DHCP server, DHCP snooping and DHCP Relay can not be enabled at the same time; 
otherwise PC can't get IP address successfully. 

In current version: 

DHCP server, DHCP snooping and DHCP Relay can be enabled at the same time. PC can 
get IP address successfully from switch, and of three functions can record its item. 

CMW310-R1702P07 Changes in Operations 
The change to the operation of 'mac-address aging destination-hit enable' command 

In early version:  

Executing this command, only destination-hit function is enabled. 

In current version: 

Executing this command, the mac-address synchronization function will also be enabled 
besides the destination-hit function. 
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CMW310-R1702P06 Changes in Operations 
The change to the Syslog 

In early version: 

Specific syslog messages will be sent to log server from every unit in a stack. 

In current version: 

Specific syslog messages will be sent to log server only from the master unit in a stack. 

CMW310-R1702P01 Changes in Operations 
The operation of Net2Startup in CONFIG-MAN-MIB 

In early version:  

Executing "Net2Startup" operation in "CONFIG-MAN-MIB", the filename can not contain 
directory. 

In current version: 

Executing "Net2Startup" operation in "CONFIG-MAN-MIB", the filename can contain 
directory. 

Change to the content of option60 field in DHCP packets 
In early version: 

When the switch is configured as a DHCP client, the option60 field in DHCP discover 
packets sent by the switch is filled only with the product series information. 

In current version: 

When the switch is configured as a DHCP client, the option60 field in DHCP discover 
packets sent by the switch is filled with the product series information and other more 
detailed information. 

The operation about Management address in LLDP packets 
In early version: 

If the LLDP management-address has not been configured, the IP address of the VLAN with 
smallest ID which the port belongs to will be used. And if the IP address of the VLAN with 
smallest ID which the port belong to has not been configured, the loopback IP (127.0.0.1) 
address will be used. 

In current version:  
 If the LLDP management-address has not been configured, the IP address of the 

smallest permitted VLAN whose IP is configured will be used; 
 If the LLDP management-address has been configured, and the port belongs to the 

VLAN with the LLDP management-address, the IP address will be used; 
 Otherwise, no IP address will be used. 

Modification of 802.1X re-authentication with user-name change 
In early version:  

Doing 802.1X re-authentication with a RADIUS server. Even if user-name changes, the 
device just sends RADIUS Access-Request packet for the latter user-name, but does not 
send RADIUS Accounting-Stop packet for the former user-name. 
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In current version: 

Doing 802.1X re-authentication with a RADIUS server. If user-name changes, the device 
sends RADIUS Accounting-Stop packet for the former user-name firstly, then sends RADIUS 
Access-Request packet for the latter user-name. 

CMW310-R1702 Changes in Operations 
Change to packet sending 

The PAD segment inserted into the runt packets (Length is less than 64 bytes) sent by device 
is changed from random value to all zeros. 

CMW310-F1701L10 Changes in Operations 
DHCP Snooping and DHCP Relay aren't mutually exclusive any longer. 

Change to the maximum local-user number of Local Server 
The maximum local-user number of Local Server is changed from 128 to 512 

Correlative product or feature ARP restrict-forwarding 
Before modified: 

 When receiving an ARP request packet, the ARP request packet is forwarded 
through trusted ports only, with the ARP restricted forwarding function enabled; the 
ARP request packet is forwarded through all ports in VLAN except the source port, 
with the ARP restricted forwarding function disabled. 

 When receiving an ARP response packet, the ARP response packet is forwarded 
according to the MAC addresses in the packets, or through trusted ports if the MAC 
address table contains no such destination MAC addresses with the ARP restricted 
forwarding function enabled, or through all ports in VLAN except the source port if 
the ARP restricted forwarding function disabled.  

After modified: 
 When receiving an ARP request packet, the ARP request packet is forwarded 

through all ports in VLAN except the source port if it is received from trust ports. If the 
ARP request packet is not received from trust ports, it is forwarded through trusted 
ports only, with the ARP restricted forwarding function enabled; it is forwarded 
through all ports in VLAN except the source port, with the ARP restricted forwarding 
function disabled. 

 When receiving an ARP response packet, if the ARP response packet is received 
from trust ports, it is forwarded according to the MAC addresses in the packets, or 
through all ports in VLAN except the source port if the MAC address table contains 
no such destination MAC addresses; if the ARP response packet is not received from 
trust ports, the ARP response packet is forwarded according to the old process ( the 
ARP response packet is forwarded according to the MAC addresses in the packets, 
or through trusted ports if the MAC address table contains no such destination MAC 
addresses with the ARP restricted forwarding function enabled, or through all ports 
in VLAN except the source port if the ARP restricted forwarding function disabled.).. 

Change to static route number 
The maximum supported static route number on device is changed from 256 to 1024. 

Modification about dot1x timer tx-period command 
Before Modification: 
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The range of 802.1x multicast request packet transfer period set by dot1x timer tx-period 
command is 10-120 seconds. Based on the rule that port will enter guest VLAN when 1 such 
packet get no response, the shortest time for entering guest VLAN is about 10 seconds. 

After Modification: 

The range of 802.1x multicast request packet transfer period set by dot1x timer tx-period 
command is 1-120 seconds. Based on the rule that port will enter guest VLAN when 1 such 
packet get no response, the shortest time for entering guest VLAN is about 1 seconds. 

Change to loopback-detection function 
A new choice "shutdown" is added to loopback-detection function. If loopback-detection 
shutdown is enabled and there is a loop under a port, the port will be shutdown. User can 
restore the port to UP state with command "undo shutdown". If a port is shutdown by 
loopback-detection, command "display interface" indicates the port is in "LOOPBACK 
DETECTION DOWN" state, and "display brief interface" shows that the port is in "LPD DOWN" 
state. 

Note: 
 Loopback-detection shutdown is different from command line "shutdown" in some 

degree. If a port is shutdown by loopback-detection function, user can't see 
command "shutdown" by running "display this" under that port. 

 Loopback-detection shutdown function is mutually exclusive with 
loopback-detection control function. 

CMW310-F1701L06 Changes in Operations 
Change to 802.1x function 

In early version: 
 The 802.1x client passes the authentication. If the client changes its  IP address, the 

switch will make the client log off. 
 The 802.1x client passes the authentication. If the client changes its IP address by 

using DHCP and the switch does not enable DHCP-Snooping function, the switch will 
make the client log off. 

 The 802.1x client passes the authentication. If the client changes its IP address by 
using DHCP and the switch enable DHCP-Snooping function, the switch will not 
make the client log off. 

In current version: 

The switch will not make the client log off when all the above mentioned three situations 
occur. 

Change to ARP source MAC address’ consistency verification function 
For some special functions or other purpose, the devices or hosts in a network may send 
fake ARP packets with other devices or hosts information in them. The fake ARP packets 
include mapping information of IP and MAC address in truth, and maybe change the ARP 
cache of devices passed by with wrong interface information. As a result, the transmission 
will interrupt, even though the address mapping is correct still. 

To avoid this situation, we use ARP source MAC address’ consistency verification, which 
can identify and filter the fake ARP packets, by comparing the source MAC address of 
Ethernet head and ARP head. If a fake ARP packet is found, it will be dropped without 
being learnt or updating any existed ARP entry. 

Notes: 
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This feature can only verify ARP packets basing ARP source MAC address’ consistency. It 
means, it will not validate the ARP source MAC address. If the source MAC address of ARP 
head is same to  the source MAC address of Ethernet frame of the fake ARP packet, it will 
not be found out, which needs other ARP anti-attack features working together. 

Change to LLDP interconnection function between our products and Cisco’s  
LLDP feature uses SNAP format to encapsulate LLDP message in our products, but new 
802.1ab standard suggests LLDP should support two formats. 

Using Ethernet II format in Ethernet network: 

 
Using SNAP format in Token Ring/FDDI network: 

 
In order to achieve the purpose of LLDP standardization and communicating more easily 
with other companies’ products, LLDP feature needs to support both SNAP and Ethernet II 
formats. Users can configure LLDP message format manually by the command line “[undo] 
lldp encapsulation snap”. The default LLDP message format of LLDP feature is Ethernet II. 

Notes: 

This command line is available only for LLDP protocol packets, excluding LLDP-CDP. 
LLDP-CDP packets still use SNAP format, and does not support Ethernet II format. 

CMW310-F1700L01 Changes in Operations 
HWTACACS and stack aren't mutually exclusive any longer. 

Change to voice VLAN function 
In early release, the priority of the packets in voice VLAN is changed by default. The CoS is 
changed to 6, and the DSCP is change to 46. 

In the latest release, the packets in voice VLAN are also changed by default as early 
release. However, several commands are provided to tune the priority-remarking action. 

ARP inspection and stack aren't mutually exclusive any longer. 

IP check and stack aren't mutually exclusive any longer. 

Port-security port-mode auto-learn and stack aren't mutually exclusive any longer. 

The performance of EAD is optimized. 

CMW310-R1602 Changes in Operations 
This version is the first Release version of R16xx. Some important early changes are recorded 
below, some of them are related to version compatibility. 

Change to "Skip current configuration file" function in bootrom menu 
In early release, a configuration file is always skipped if it is configured to skip in bootrom 
menu. In current release, the skip configuration takes effect only once. 

Note: This change has nothing to do with BOOTROM version. 
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Change to the destination MAC of Smartlink packet. 
From F1600L01, the destination MAC address of Smartlink packet is changed to 
01-0f-e2-00-00-04. 

Change to the DLDP protocol number 
From F1600L01, DLDP protocol number is changed from 0800 to 8809. When F1600L01 or 
later version works with R1510P12 or earlier version and the DLDP port STP status is discarding, 
the DLDP cannot function normally. 

Change to the destination MAC address of DLDP packet 
From R1510P07, the destination MAC address of DLDP protocol is changed from 
0180c200008a to 010FE2000001. So the DLDP of R1510P07 and later version can not work 
with early version. 

Unresolved Problems and Avoidance 
Measures 
OLSD27415 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-E1508 
 Description: In fabric system, after rebooting switch with saved configuration, undo 

ndp enable may be lost. 
 Avoidance: None 

OLSD26983 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510 
 Description: It may be occurring with little probability when many users login in with 

MAC-authentication, the connection number is zero, but the access number is 
nonzero, and the user cannot be deleted 

 Avoidance: None 

OLSD28479 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510 
 Description: Confiugre the multicast MAC address in device and display MAC 

address count by command of “display mac-address static count “,the multicast 
MAC address are not included. 

 Avoidance:None 

OLSD28238 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510 
 Description: Confiugre static route in device by command of “ip route-static”, the 

next-hop can be the interface of loopback. 
 Avoidance:None 

OLSD28646 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510 
 Description: IN complex circumstance, enable protocol of OSPF, PIM SM, and VRRP 

in two devices which are in stack system. Infiltrate a lot of packets to make the 
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usage of CPU of device is busy. There is error occur in extended board, and the 
extended board may be rebooting. 

 Avoidance:None 

OLSD28365 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510 
 Description: Attacked by broadcast packets, the device cans not telnet to the 

server. 
 Avoidance:Configure the ACL in device to improve the priority the packets. 

OLSD28340 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510 
 Description: the IRF stacked device which is designated as administrator cluster 

switch links with the member switch by slave device, if the member switch is under 
PASSIVE ftp mode, the ftp cluster will fail on getting packets. 

 Avoidance:  

1) Change the cluster member switch ftp mode to PORT mode. 

2) Linking with the member switch by IRF master device. 

LSOD01108 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510P12 
 Description: After a port joins a guest-vlan, a user tries to do 802.1x authentication. If 

the port’s pvid and guest-vlan aren’t in the same MSTP instance, then the user can’t 
pass the dot1x authentication. 

 Avoidance: None. 

LSOD02394 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1600L01 
 Description: Fabric system in cluster ping the partner with long frame from the slave 

unit maybe timeout with little probability. 
 Avoidance: None 

LSOD02895 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1600L01 
 Description: The device with the expansion module builds the multicast routes 

through the PIM protocol. Send a lot of layer 3 multicast packets to the device and 
delete the multicast routes frequently. With a long time the device may not transmit 
the packets and the expansion module will miss. 

 Avoidance: None. 

Resolved Problems  
Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P44 
LSOD010637 

• Symptom: When the port is down, the displayed RX power of the module is positive 
number. 
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• Condition: Insert a sourcephotonics module into an optical port on the device, and 
then execute the 'display transceiver diagnosis interface' command. 

LSOD010649 

• Symptom: The clock can't be synchronized through NTP protocol though the switch 
starts up with NTP configuration. 

• Condition: Enable NTP feature with authentication on a switch, which can work on 
version R1702P41 or older versions. Then save configuration, and upgrade the software 
to new version newer than R1702P41. 

201305200314 

• Symptom: When displaying current-configuration, it shows an unexpected string 
'interface Vlan-interface (null pointer)' appended to 'bims-server' command.  

• Condition: Configure 'bims-server' command under 'dhcp server ip-pool' view. 

201305290434 

• Symptom: Saving configuration file failed in IRF stack system. 

• Condition: Configure authentication password in the global configuration. 

201308070139 

• Symptom: Under some conditions, the snmp-agent target-host trap configuration is 
removed incorrectly, for example: after executing 'undo snmp-agent target-host 
10.1.1.11 securityname xxx', the configuration with 10.1.1.11 is still remained, while the 
one with 10.1.1.1 is removed. 

• Condition: Configure some snmp-agent target-host traps,and as string at least one of 
the IP addresses is the substring of another one,such as:     

           snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain 10.1.1.1 params securityname xxx 
v2c 

           snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain 10.1.1.11 params securityname 
xxx v2c 

201308070423 

• Symptom: The IPv6 ACL does not work. 

• Condition: Create IPv6 ACL with number between 5000 and 5999 and apply it on port. 

201307090507 

• Symptom: Device could not handle invalid SNMP packet and resulted in an 
exception. 

• Condition: The Device received an invalid SNMP packet which had an oversize 
ContextName field. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P42 
LSOD010596 

• Symptom: Because of the weak cryptographic algorithm there is a risk that the stored 
passwords possibly be cracked. 

• Condition: Configure password in ciphertext. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P41 
LSOD010570  

• Symptom: When access the hh3cUserPassword node of hh3cUserInfoTable by SNMP, 
the device returns the user's password. 

• Condition: Access the hh3cUserPassword node of hh3cUserInfoTable by SNMP. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P39 
LSOD10526 

• First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: Query the LLDP lldpRemSysName MIB with a 'TimeFilter' value of zero. 

• Description:  Reports No Such Instance currently exists at this OID 

LSOD010543 

• First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: Switch serves as DHCP server, and the client requests IP addresses from it 
with its MAC address and a series of different client IDs. 

• Description: The usage of CPU of the switch is continuously high when walking DHCP 
server ip-in-use MIB item with a network management tool. 

LSOD010537 

• First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: Switch serves as dhcp-snooping and configures dhcp-snooping information 
string with quotation mark. 

• Description: The DHCP-snooping option 82 field of the packet also contains quotation 
mark. 

ZDD04632/ZDD04712 

• First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: In the Access-Accept packet from the RADIUS Server to the client, the 
sub-attributes in Attribute 26(Vender-Specific) don't be encapsulated in the 
type-length-value (TLV) standard format. 

• Description: The RADIUS Server sends an Access-Accept response, but the switch 
drops this packet because of wrong format. The user can't get online. 

ZDD04483/ZDD04548 

• First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: The device receives LLDP data unit which contain Location ID 
type-length-value (TLV) and its LCI length equal to zero. Display neighbor information. 

• Description: The device reboots abnormally. 

ZDD04621/ZDD04697 

• First found-in version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: Multiple users telnet to the device frequently through AAA.  
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• Description: There is probability that only one user can log in. 

LSOD10514 

• First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: Interfaces on indirect connected devices have IP address collision (As 
shown in below figure, IP address collision between intf1 on DUT3 and intf1 on 
DUT2).Those interfaces are both selected as OSPF DR.   

  
• Description: Display OSPF network LSA on DUT1, only one LSA can be found, 

inconsistent with rule of RFC 2328. 

LSOD10502 

• First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 

• Condition: Enable ‘lldp compliance cdp’ in a stack; the stack has CDP neighbor(s); 
the stack split or merge occurs. 

 Description: There may be memory leaks on all stack members. 

LSOD10493/LSOD10496 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Port down occurs during the 802.1x authentication on it. 
 Description: Sometimes, The switch will reboot abnormally. 

LSOD10482 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: In a fabric, the switch configured global AM user binding item, and it 

configured port AM user binding item on some units, and then delete the global AM 
user binding item.  

 Description: The AM user binding items are not synchronized on some units. 

LSOD10491 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Enable PIM function on the switch and the Router Port of the device 

receives PIM Join/Prune fragment packet. 
 Description: Little probability, the Router Port may be removed from the router port 

list.  

ZDD04028/ZDD04066 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Login with hwtacacs, pass the authentication but fail the authorization 

(no matter whether the authentication server and the authorization are the same) 
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 Description: Re-free the memory, sometimes cause exception to reboot. 

LSOD10465  
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: The user execute the command ‘debugging vty fsm’ or ‘debugging vty 

negotiate’ firstly, and then execute the command ‘free user-interface vty’. 
 Description: The switch may reboot abnormally. 

LSOD10490 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: There are lots of routes in a fabric. Some routes have subnets that are not 

overlapping but can compose a new larger subnet. At the same time, the routing 
table contains such an ECMP entry whose subnet equals to the new larger one. For 
example:   

        222.76.211.0/28    O_ASE    150  12          222.76.221.61   Vlan-interface10 

                                                                       222.76.221.65   Vlan-interface11 

        222.76.211.0/30    O_ASE    150  20          222.76.221.65   Vlan-interface11 

        222.76.211.4/30    O_ASE    150  20          222.76.221.65   Vlan-interface11 

        222.76.211.8/30    O_ASE    150  20          222.76.221.65   Vlan-interface11 

        222.76.211.12/30   O_ASE    150  20         222.76.221.65   Vlan-interface11 
 Description: The CPU on slave unit may always be busy. 

LSOD10436/LSOD10432 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Configure EAP authentication on the switch but PAP authentication is 

used between the RADIUS server and client. 
 Description: The switch cannot forward EAP messages with a type value of 7 

transparently. The authentication fails. 

LSOD10460/LSOD10452 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: The switch serves as NTP client. The NTP server precision is less than the 

NTP client. The NTP client synchronized time from NTP server. 
 Description: The synchronization fails. 

ZDD04119/ZDD04171 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Device with LLDP running, such as IP Phone, is connected to switch. The 

switch receives LLDP packets from the IP Phone and sets up LLDP neighbor 
information entry. And the chassisID of the neighbor information is net address.  

 Description: The chassisID in the LLDP information displayed on the switch is not 
correct.  

LSOD10395/LSOD10396 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP relay, it receives DHCP discover packet, the 

bootp flag of which is 0x0001. 
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 Description: The switch drops DHCP packet, and DHCP client can not get IP 
address. 

LSOD10340/LSOD10314 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Configure dot1x function, and the dot1x authentication-method is EAP. 

In one second, the dot1x client sends two EAPOL-start packets to trigger an 
authentication. 

 Description: The dot1x authentication failed. 

LSOD10272/LSOD10301 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: With stack and link aggregation over units, the master port from one 

device has configured 'port trunk permit vlan all', the slave port from other device 
has configured 'port trunk permit vlan 1'. 

 Description: The slave port is not selected. Configure 'port trunk permit vlan all' under 
this port is invalid. 

LSOD10303/LSOD10306 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Enable DHCP relay with valid configuration. Make the relay receive 

DHCP inform packet from client. 
 Description: DHCP inform packet will be relayed to DHCP server, but the sources IP 

of the relayed inform packet will be not DHCP relay's input interface. 

LSOD10299/LSOD10302 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Enable DHCP relay with valid configuration and system server group 1 is 

referred by VLAN interface, and DHCP client successfully apply IP address. Create 
another server group 0 and then delete it in system mode. 

 Description: After irrelevant server group 0 being created and deleted, DHCP client 
can not get IP address. 

LSOD10298 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Execute command 'display transceiver interface <port number>' to show 

the information of a XENPAK module, which is in the slot of 10GE expansion card. 
 Description: The system prompts 'Error: The transceiver is absent. '. 

LSOD10082/LSOD10232 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: When STP is disabled, 'loopback internal' test is executed on port A. At 

the same time, port B receives an STP packet. Port A and port B are in the same 
VLAN. 

 Description: STP packet is sent back from port B. 

LSOD10247/LSOD10274 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Use the command 'port-security trap dot1xlogon',  'port-security trap 

dot1xlogoff' or 'port-security trap dot1xlogfailure' to open the trap of dot1x, and the 
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dot1x authentication-method is EAP,  a user logs in successfully, and change the 
username when doing re-authentication. 

 Description: Although the re-authentication is successful, the username in the trap 
dose not change. 

ZDD03292/ZDD03331 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition:  Configure the switch as DHCP client, and there is no END option in ACK 

packet from DHCP server. 
 Description: The switch can not get IP address. 

LSOD10189/LSOD10187 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Plug in BIDI fiber module. 
 Description: The fiber module type is different between log information and the 

information displayed by command 'display transceiver interface'. 

LSOD10163 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: In stack, configure 10GE link-aggregation across unit, member port A is 

trunk type, save the configuration and reboot the stack. 
 Description: Port A changed from trunk type to access type. 

LSOD10207 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: Configure the device through Web. Select ‘Port > MAC Address [Add]’ 

from the navigation tree to add MAC address to a port of specified VLAN. 
 Description: Cannot choose a port of specified VLAN to add MAC address. 

LSOD10180 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P20 
 Condition: When the first octet of the MAC address of the client or the gateway is 

not 0x00(such as 30-00-00-00-00-01). 
 Description: The EAD-Quick-Deploy feature doesn't work. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P20 
LSOD10079 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P19 
 Condition: There are telnet users on device, executing ‘display users all’ command. 
 Description: The IP address is reduplicated in the result. For example (the italic part is 

unwanted): 

<sysname>display users all 

        UI    Delay     Type   Ipaddress       Username        Userlevel 

F 0   AUX 0   00:01:09                                             3 

F 1   AUX 1   00:00:00                                             3 
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  2   AUX 2 

  3   AUX 3 

  4   AUX 4 

  5   AUX 5 

  6   AUX 6 

  7   AUX 7 

+ 18.118.118.458   VTY 0   00:00:13  TEL    18.118.118.45    3 

+ 18.118.118.1119   VTY 1   00:00:03  TEL    18.118.118.111    3 

  10  VTY 2 

  11  VTY 3 

  12  VTY 4 

 +   :  User-interface is active. 

 F   :  User-interface is active and work in async mode. 

LSOD10176 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P19 
 Condition: After two or more vlan-interfaces are configured, expansion card is 

pulled out and inserted again. Packets with subnet-directed broadcast IP are 
received by the expansion card, and the destination subnet is local. 

 Description: IP forward-broadcast doesn’t work. If the device is rebooted with 
required configuration, this problem also occurs. However, it doesn’t always 
happen when a stack is rebooted. 

LSOD10166 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P19 
 Condition: In stack system, configure 'mac-address max-mac-count X' on several 

ports; send a lot of ARP packets with unknown source MAC to port A of slave 
device.  

 Description: The CPU usage of device is up to 100%. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P19 
LSOD10077 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
 Condition: In a fabric, both master and slave were attacked by telnet log on 

packets. 
 Description: The ACL resources will leak on master and slave. 

LSOD09951 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P06 
 Condition: Devices are in a fabric and dot1x is enabled. Radius server is connected 

to the fabric through an expansion module with 10GE port. Reboot the fabric. 
 Description: There is a little possibility that user connected to the units without 

expansion module may fail to be authenticated. 
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LSOD10050 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
 Condition: Configure 'pki certificate access-control-policy', then add and remove 

related certificate attribute access control rule. 
 Description: Every operation will lead to 1056 bytes memory leak. 

LSOD10083 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P15 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP snooping, and it receives bootp packets or 

abnormal DHCP packets without option 53. 
 Description: Switch reboots abnormally. 

LSOD10090 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
 Condition: Configure several VRRP backup groups. Execute command 'display vrrp 

interface vlan vlanid' or 'display vrrp interface vlan vlanid vrid vridnumber'. 
 Description: Every operation of display will lead to 32 bytes memory leak. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P15 
LSOD10077 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
 Condition: In a fabric, both master and slave were attacked by telnet log on 

packets. 
 Description: The ACL resources will leak on master and slave. 

LSOD09951 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P06 
 Condition: Devices are in a fabric and dot1x is enabled. Radius server is connected 

to the fabric through an expansion module with 10GE port. Reboot the fabric. 
 Description: There is a little possibility that user connected to the units without 

expansion module may fail to be authenticated. 

LSOD10050 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
 Condition: Configure 'pki certificate access-control-policy', then add and remove 

related certificate attribute access control rule. 
 Description: Every operation will lead to 1056 bytes memory leak. 

LSOD10083 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P15 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP snooping, and it receives bootp packets or 

abnormal DHCP packets without option 53. 
 Description: Switch reboots abnormally. 

LSOD10090 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
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 Condition: Configure several VRRP backup groups. Execute command 'display vrrp 
interface vlan vlanid' or 'display vrrp interface vlan vlanid vrid vridnumber'. 

 Description: Every operation of display will lead to 32 bytes memory leak. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P15 
LSOD10016 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
 Condition: Switch serve as DHCP snooping, and it receives DHCP ACK packets with 

source UDP port 4011. 
 Description: DHCP snooping can not transmit those DHCP ACK packets. 

LSOD10023 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P12 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP relay and DHCP snooping, PC gets IP address 

through switch and renews its IP address. 
 Description: When PC renew its IP address, DHCP snooping can not refresh its item. 

LSOD10029 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P12 
 Condition: Using DC power 
 Description: There is 'Power 1: Get Temperature failed' while executing command 

'display environment'. 

LSOD10030 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P14 
 Condition: Insert an expansion card into the device. 
 Description: About 180KB memory leaks on main board. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P14 
LSOD09957 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: Configure VLAN-interface A and B on the device. Configure IP address 

of B as NAS-IP address of the RADIUS scheme. Do dot.1X authentication with RADIUS 
server.  

 Description: NAS-IP address in RADIUS Authentication-Request packet sent to server 
is IP address of A, not B. 

ZDD02999 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P13 
 Condition: Some NMS send messages to the device at the same time. 
 Description: The device can only process 10 messages in one time, others are 

dropped. 

LSOD09929 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602 
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 Condition: Firstly create at least two VLAN interfaces and they are all up, secondly 
configure a loopback interface, finally delete the earliest VLAN interface. 

 Description: The loopback interface can't ping successfully. 

LSOD09894 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P13 
 Condition: CPU is busy and there is a lot of trap information in a moment.  
 Description: device reboots abnormally. 

LSOD09928 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P13 
 Condition: configured 'snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain A.B.C.D 

(D>223) params securityname RADAR'in system view. 
 Description: execute 'undo snmp-agent target-host A.B.C.D (D>223) securityname 

RADAR' unsuccessfully. 

LSOD09920 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P13 
 Condition: Configure 'authentication-mode scheme command-authorization' on 

VTY scheme. Telnet user passes RADIUS authentication and login the device. 
 Description: After login, every command executed by user will cause memory leak. 

LSOD09911 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: The switch is enabled with DHCP snooping. The PXE client obtains an IP 

address through the switch, and downloads the bootstrap program and boot menu 
through the switch. 

 Description: The PXE client can obtain an IP address successfully, but it fails to 
download the bootstrap program and boot menu. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P13 
LSOD09879 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P12 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP relay, and PC tries to get IP address through it.  
 Description: PC can not get IP address. 

LSOD09808 
 First found-in version: CMW310-R1602P08 
 Condition: In the following network, OSPF is enabled on a device, and 'ospf 

network-type p2mp' is configured on some interfaces. Some 32-bit host routes are 
learnt on the P2MP interfaces. There are two or more non-ECMP routes for a 
specified destination sub-network and the route via P2MP interface is preferred. The 
next-hop of the preferred route has a 32-bit host route. If the P2MP interface breaks, 
the route switches to a broadcast interface. After a while, the P2MP link restores. 
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 Description: After the P2MP link restores, both routing table and fib table restore 

normal. However, the data flow doesn’t always switch back to the P2MP interface. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P12 
LSOD09759 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: Configure ACL group with number between 5000 and 5999, and add at 

least 2 user-defined ACL rules. These user-defined ACL rules are setup by the 
command with 'rule-string rule-mask offset' format, such as 'rule 1 permit 0806 ffff 24 
000fe213629e ffffffffffff 34'. Save the configuration and reboot the switch. 

 Description: The switch can not boot up successfully because of dead loop. 

LSOD09745 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: In a stack, dot1x is not enabled globally, but enabled on several ports.  
 Description: Attempt to execute ‘dot1x’ globally times out and fails. 

LSOD09830 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: The client application does dot1x authentication with TTLS certification. 
 Description: By chance, the device reboots abnormally for dead loop. 

LSOD09815 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: In PIM SM protocol, the device receives a assert message from the 

incoming interface, while the PIM routing entry's RPF neighbor is NULL. 
 Description: The device reboots abnormally. 
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LSOD09837 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP relay, two PCs get IP address through two 

different relay interfaces. 
 Description: In the offer packets that switch sent to PC, the source IP address in IP 

header is incorrect. 

ZDD02827 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP relay and it receives a bootp packet without 

magic cookie.  
 Description: The switch regards the packet as wrong one and drops it. 

LSOD09809 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: The configuration file of each switch in a stack includes 'abr-summary' 

command.  Reboot each switch independently in order to constitute the stack. The 
master originated the LSA that came from the 'abr-summary' command. 

 Description: The slave will be rebooted repeatedly and can not join the stack. 

LSOD09746 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: DHCP-snooping is enabled on a stack. Reboot the stack, and the starting 

processes of the devices are finished at different time. 
 Description: After the stack is reestablished, the DHCP clients on slave devices 

probably can't get IP addresses. 

LSOD09762 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: Set the combo fiber port to down using ‘shutdown’ command. 
 Description: Use command 'undo shutdown' to enable the combo copper port, but 

the port can not link up. 

LSOD09811 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: Configure link-delay with X seconds on COMBO port. Switch COMBO 

port from copper to fiber and then switch from fiber to copper. 
 Description: There is no up down information of COMBO port. 

LSOD09797 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: The BPDU-tunnel function for protocol A is enabled on a device. 
 Description: The source MAC address (named as MAC_X) of packets which belongs 

to protocol A may be learned incorrectly, therefore packets whose destination 
MAC address is MAC_X can’t be forwarded normally. 

LSOD09717 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
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 Condition: Configuring 'authentication-mode scheme command-authorization' on 
the  user interface, a user telneting the switch and login in successfully through local 
authentication mode, then the user running a valid command such as 'quit' through 
telnet.  

 Description: The device will be rebooted abnormally. 

LSOD09619 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: The network device acted as SSH server, and received specific SSH 

attack packets. 
 Description: The device will be rebooted abnormally. 

LSOD09678 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: As the following operation: 

  1. Create an SSL server policy, example: ssl server-policy myssl1 

  2. Https use this SSL server policy, example: ip https ssl-server-policy myssl1 

  3. Undo use this SSL server policy, example: undo ip https ssl-server-policy 
 Description:  This ssl server policy can't be deleted. 

LSOD09700 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P11 
 Condition: Enable DHCP server and DHCP snooping on switch. The pool lease of 

DHCP server is set less than one minute, and lots of users get IP address from switch. 
 Description: The memory exhausted on switch. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P11 
LSOD09499 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P09 
 Condition: When 802.1X authentication and mac-authentication are both enabled 

on the port, the user first pass the mac-authentication and success get IP address by 
DHCP, then do 802.1X authentication success and get IP address by DHCP again. 

 Description: Sometimes the IP address shown by the command "display connection" 
is in reverse order. 

LSOD09555 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P09 
 Condition: On the authentication port Y, execute ‘undo dot1x’ command and then 

execute ‘dot1x’ command during dot1X authentication. 
 Description: In a very small chance, the information ‘Port Y is Processing Last 802.1X 

command... Please try again later.’ is shown. 

LSOD09550 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702 
 Condition: Configure ‘dot1x timer server-timeout’ to X seconds, and configure 

‘dot1x authentication-method eap’. Do dot1X authentication. The EAP Request 
Challenge packet from the switch to the client gets no response. 
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 Description: The switch will not send EAP Failure packet until (X+80) seconds after. 

LSOD09598 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P09 
 Condition: Configure ‘accounting optional’. And configure ‘dot1x timer 

server-timeout’ to X seconds. Do dot1X authentication with RADIUS server. When 
logging in, accounting-Start packet from the switch to the RADIUS server gets no 
response.  

 Description: After log out, the client can not log in again until X seconds after. 

LSOD09554 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P09 
 Condition: The switch enables DHCP snooping and the up-link port of the switch is 

configured as the trust port of DHCP snooping. The DHCP server and the user’s PC 
are connected to the up-link port of the switch. 

 Description: DHCP snooping record the user item on trust port. 

LSOD09324 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P09 
 Condition: Configure IPv6 ACL rule including COS or VID by WEB or command line. 
 Description: The rule is configured successfully by WEB, but unsuccessfully by 

command line. 

LSOD09537 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: User's MAC item moves from port A to port B in switch. Port A is a single 

port, port B is in the aggregation group whose master port is down. 
 Description: User's ARP item can not be updated by MAC item. 

LSOD09483 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P09 
 Condition: Test the IPV6 communication between a device and a stack that has an 

aggregation group across different units. 
 Description: The stack device can not communicate with other device. 

LSOD09498 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P09 
 Condition: Connect with huawei S2300. Enable LLDP and show LLDP neighbor 

information. 
 Description: The 'Management address OID' section of neighbor information will be 

garbage characters. 

LSOD09533 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: The last two combo ports of the device are link-up. Reboot the device. 
 Description: During booting, the last two combo ports status change from down to 

up twice. 
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LSOD09717/LSOD09709 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: Configuring 'authentication-mode scheme command-authorization' on 

the  user interface, a user telnet the switch and logging in successfully through local 
authentication mode, then the user running a valid command such as 'quit' through 
telnet. 

 Description: The device will be rebooted abnormally. 

LSOD09572/LSOD09605 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P10 
 Condition: Configuring the switch as a DHCP server, an IP phone connecting the 

switch and getting voice VLAN ID and IP address from the switch. 
 Description: The IP phone can not get voice VLAN ID and IP address successfully 

within 25 seconds. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P09 
LSOD09434 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: In domain view, configure authentication scheme to be radius scheme, 

but do not configure accounting scheme. Configure 'accounting optional'. 
 Description: Users can not log-in successfully. 

LSOD09447 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: Do 802.1X authentication with iNode client (whose version is lower than 

V3.60-E6206) on PC, and 'upload IP address' option is chosen. PC gets IP address 
from DHCP server. 

 Description: The switch passes empty user-name to the RADIUS server, and 
authentication fails. 

LSOD09406 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01 
 Condition: There are many switches serve as DHCP snooping in network. PC applies 

for IP address through DHCP snooping and finally get a conflict one. 
 Description: The DHCP Decline packets broadcast in network for a while. 

LSOD09332 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01  
 Condition: Configure DHCP rate limit on port, and display the configuration. 
 Description: The switch shows the default configuration. 

LSOD09048 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01 
 Condition: Configure the ipv6 ACL that include destination IP address and source IP 

address in sequence.          
 Description: The source IP address includes part of the destination IP address in the 

current information. 
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LSOD09369 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: An OSPF route has N (N>1) next hops, IP_A is old next hop, whose cost is 

Cost_A, IP_B is current next hop, whose cost is Cost_B, Cost_B<Cost_A. 
 Description: The next hop of the route can not be refreshed. 

LSOD09439 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510P12 
 Condition: Configure port-security auto learn mode on port A. Delete all 

MAC-address and change the VLAN ID of the port A while there are background 
traffic. 

 Description: The MAC of the old VLAN is left occasionally. 

LSOD09268 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602P09 
 Condition: Connect device to HUAWEI S2300 and running LLDP. 
 Description: The device can not find S2300 as LLDP neighbor. 

LSOD09295 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702 
 Condition: Dot1x is enabled on a device. Ping the device with IPv6 address from an 

unauthenticated PC. 
 Description: The device makes a response to the ping request. 

LSOD09478 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: Switch serves as DHCP snooping, and PC get IP address through DHCP 

snooping. 
 Description: Switch will drop those packets without option 51 for it checks the 

option51 of DHCP ACK packet. 

LSOD09333 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: On stack, enter RADIUS scheme view, set the status of a secondary 

accounting server to block. Then display the status of RADIUS server with 'display 
radius scheme' command. 

 Description: The status of primary authentication server, secondary authentication 
server on slave units is unexpectedly changed to block. 

LSOD09263 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: IP address A is not a local IP of the device. Configure A as NAS-IP of the 

scheme with 'nas-ip' command in HWTACACS scheme view; or configure A as 
global NAS-IP with 'hwtacacs nas-ip' command in system-view. 

 Description: The command is executed correctly, but it does not give the 
prompt: ’Warning: This ip address is not a local ip address, maybe it doesn't work. ’. 

LSOD09123 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
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 Condition: Configure remote server (radius-scheme or hwtacacs-scheme) as 
authentication scheme. Do not configure accounting scheme. Create local-user A 
on the device. User-name A can pass authentication on remote server. 

 Description: User-name A can successfully log-on, although the password 
configuration of local-user A is null or it is not consistent with remote server. 

LSOD09283 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Display local port information of LLDP when protocol VLAN has not been 

enabled. 
 Description: The protocol VLAN ID of LLDP local port information is 1. But according 

to LLDP standard the VLAN ID should be 0 when there is no protocol VLAN set. This 
bug also exists in the transmitted LLDP packet. 

LSOD09284 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: Move a port in discarding state into a link-aggregation group on which 

STP is disabled. 
 Description: The port moved remains in discarding state and won't change to 

forwarding.  

LSOD09273 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Remove the ACL which is applied with 'packet-filter' command globally. 
 Description: The information prompted is incorrect: 'Error : Acl 4003 has been 

applied by packet-filter action on port ? can not be deleted or changed!' The 
correct information should be: ‘Error : Acl 4003 has been applied by packet-filter 
action on global, can not be  deleted or changed!’  

LSOD09278 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Firstly, configure PKI domain, PKI entity, PKI certificate attribute group and 

PKI access control policy and then delete PKI certificate attribute group and PKI 
access control policy. 

 Description: There will be some unknown characters when display 
current-configuration. 

LSOD09187 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Execute ‘igmp-snooping group-policy XXXX’ and ‘multicast static-group 

Y.Y.Y.Y vlan Z’. Then add the rule of ACL XXXX, permit the multicast static-group 
Y.Y.Y.Y. 

 Description: There is no entry of group Y.Y.Y.Y in igmp-snooping group table. 

LSOD09322 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Binding static item in DHCP interface pool, save this configuration and 

reboot switch. 
 Description: The configuration of static binding item is lost. 
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LSOD09052 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Change the system name of the switch. 
 Description: The system name recorded by LLDP would update after 30s, which 

results in slow update of the system name of this switch recorded by neighbor 
device. 

ZDD02426 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P07 
 Condition: The device has an 8-SFP expansion module where several optical 

modules including 100M SFP are plugged. Reboot it from CLI. 
 Description: There is remote possibility that all optical modules on the expansion 

module can’t be identified. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P07 
LSOD09096 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Connect PC to port X of a slave device in stack. After reboot the slave 

device, the port X enters guest-VLAN. 
 Description: Display interface information on the master of stack. It is shown that the 

port X is not in the guest-VLAN. 

LSOD09204 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Connect PC to port A. Configure port-security on port A (the port-mode 

is mac-and-userlogin-secure, userlogin-secure-or-mac, mac-else-userlogin-secure, 
userlogin-secure or userlogin-withoui). Do 802.1X authentication with windows XP 
client on PC. 

 Description: After log-in, windows XP client does re-authentication frequently. 

LSOD09167 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Many 802.1X users are on-line on the same device (about 1000). In 

system-view, execute ‘undo dot1x’ command, and then execute ‘dot1x’ 
command. 

 Description: Executing the ‘dot1x’ command always fails, and the system prompts 
‘Processing Last 802.1X command... Please try again later.’ 

LSOD09156 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P06 
 Condition: In stack, do 802.1 X authentication with iMC server. User A log-in, then 

user B log-in from another device of the fabric with the same user-name of A. 
 Description: The iMC server forces user A to log-out. 

LSOD08866 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Walk the entAliasMappingIdentifier node. 
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 Description: The multiple entities of walk result have the same index which causes 
the failure in synchronizing device data through SNMP network management. 

LSOD09143 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01 
 Condition: The device has been configured ‘igmp-snooping non flooding’ function. 

The VLAN X is configured igmp-snooping function and configures port Y as static 
router port. VLAN X receives unknown multicast flow, and then disables 
igmp-snooping function in VLAN X. 

 Description: The port which is not router port can receive unknown multicast flow. 

LSOD09176 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01 
 Condition:  Enable voice VLAN legacy and connect an IP phone to switch. 
 Description: The switch may ignore CDP packets from IP phone, and voice VLAN will 

not work. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P06 
LSOD09106 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: EAD fast deployment is enabled on the port connecting the switch to a 

client, and no VLAN-interface is created for the VLAN where the port resides. The 
client sends repetitive HTTP requests or out-of-sequence HTTP packets when it is 
unauthenticated and accesses the network. 

 Description: A memory leak occurs. 

LSOD09095 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602P12 
 Condition: Enable 802.1x authentication on a device, and connect a PC to a trunk 

port of the device through a Netgear switch. The data traffic should be tagged 
when it passes the trunk port. Then do 802.1x authentication. 

 Description: After log-on, PC’s MAC-Address is learnt in the PVID VLAN of the port, 
not the tagged VLAN. So, the port can not forward the data traffic. 

LSOD09097 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: The device has been configured user ACL remark VLAN ID, and user 

VLAN ID is configured as multicast VLAN ID. The device receives IGMP report 
message from the host. 

 Description: The device can not transmit IGMP report message to upstream device 
periodically, so as to multicast stream to be interrupted. 

LSOD09102 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602 
 Condition: Set up an extended IP ACL with number 3000, and add a rule with 

protocol key. Such as "rule 0 permit ip", in which "ip" means IP protocol. View the 
configuration file by "more" command after saving configuration, or display the 
current configuration. 
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 Description: The protocol key of the rule in the configuration becomes capital, and 
it will be lowercase in current version. For example, former version shows up "rule 0 
permit IP" and current version shows "rule 0 permit ip". There is no any effect for 
function. 

LSOD09100 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P05 
 Condition: Net management software, which is using SNMP, is connected to the 

slave device in a stack. 
 Description: Execute setting operation; the operation can be succeeding, but the 

device cannot send SNMP response to the net management software. 

LSOD09045 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L07 
 Condition: A large amount of security MAC addresses are learnt in a stack. 
 Description: Several MAC address can not be aged after aging timer is reached. 

LSOD08988 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01 
 Condition: One user with privilege level 0 login the web management interface. 
 Description: WEB can not show the page of "Help". 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P05 
LSOD09059 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510P02 
 Condition: configure "dot1x guest-vlan" on the port. Users succeed in authentication, 

and authorization VLAN is assigned to the port. After that, configure "undo dot1x" on 
the port.   

 Description: In a very tiny chance, the port remains in the authorization VLAN. 

LSOD09080 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01 
 Condition: Access MIB node "hwNDPPortStatus" on a stack. 
 Description: Each slave unit leaks 9K bytes memory every time. No memory leakage 

occurs on master unit. 

ZDD02152 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702P01 
 Condition: Switch work as Telnet client or server. Input non-english character after 

login. 
 Description: Possible unexpected logout. 

LSOD08964 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702 
 Condition: Enable DHCP snooping and DHCP snooping option 82 on switch with 

replacing strategy.  
 Description: Switch can not replace OPTION 82 of DHCP discover packet correctly. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702P01 
LSOD08968 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702 
 Condition: Enable mac-authentication and set the offline-detect timer to be larger 

than one half of mac-address aging timer on the switch. And connect a PC to the 
switch to do mac-authentication, but the traffic sent from the PC is very small, such 
as only sending one packet every 2 or 3 minutes. 

 Description: The PC may log off probably even though the mac-address of the PC 
has not aged-out on the switch. 

LSOD08964 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1702 
 Condition: A switch serves as DHCP SNOOPING, and enable DHCP SNOOPING 

OPTION 82 function with replace strategy on the switch. 
 Description: The switch can not replace the OPTION 82 of DHCP discover packet 

correctly. 

LSOD06917 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-R1702 
 Condition: In the following network, the monitor port is on the master device (UNIT 1). 

After rebooting fabric with saved configuration, configure the ports of UNIT 3 as the 
source mirroring port and the monitor port. 

 
 Description: The fabric can't ping the PC connected to the mirroring port 

successfully. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1702 
LSOD08776 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: Execute "ip host" command and the "hostname" parameter includes "-" 

character. 
 Description: The command fails and the message of "Invalid host name format!" is 

prompted. 

LSOD08895 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602P11 
 Condition: DHCP relay and MSTP are enabled on a device. The device is 

connected to a DHCP server through VLAN A on a port on the expansion card, and 
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connected to a DHCP client through VLAN B on another port, and VLAN B is not 
belong to the port connected to the DHCP server. The packet replied from the 
DHCP server will do layer 3 switching on the device, which means the ingress VLAN 
ID of the replied packet is A, and the egress VLAN ID is B after layer 3 switching. 
VLAN A and VLAN B is not belong to the same MSTP instance. 

 Description: DHCP relay function becomes invalid. 

LSOD08757 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: Enable NDP on a fabric system and many NDP adjacent devices 

attached to the same port of the device. 
 Description: When getting the NDP neighbor information through SNMP, the usage 

of CPU of the device is high. 

LSOD08789 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602P11 
 Condition: The device with a dual-10GE expansion module has learned many 

dynamic routes and received various exceptional packets. 
 Description: There is little probability that the expansion module restarts by itself and 

output logs as below: 
%Mar  6 05:38:50:138 2009 sysname IFNET/5/BOARD:- 2 -The 1 board 1 adaptor is removed 

%Mar  6 05:39:17:540 2009 sysname IFNET/5/BOARD:- 2 -The 1 board 1 adaptor is removed 

LSOD08892 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: The devices are in a fabric. Lots of VLAN and some MSTP instances are 

configured. Execute the command "active region-configuration". 
 Description: There is little probability that the command fails and the device outputs 

the following information: 
Command synchronization failed, please try later... 

LSOD08905 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: Execute command "display memory" in a stack composed of multiple 

devices. Press "Ctrl+C" before the display process completes. 
 Description: A memory leak of 1K bytes occurs. 

LSOD08907 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: Access a device repeatedly by SSH with public key authentication. 
 Description: An exception may occur on the device at little probability. 

LSOD08729 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: Set port-security as "and" mode in device. Some users do MAC and dot1x 

authentication on several ports at the same time. 
 Description: The dynamic "auto vlan" is added to some port's configuration. 
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LSOD08843 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: Set port-mirroring function on web. 
 Description: The CPU usage of device is up to 100%, and the information of 

port-mirroring can't be normally displayed at web view. 

LSOD08788 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: The 802.1x server is CAMS or IMC, the device enable DHCP snooping or 

DHCP relay, the 802.1x client which is on-line requests ip address frequently. 
 Description: The device send accounting update packet to server frequently, which 

lead the 802.1x client off-line. 

LSOD08808 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: The IP address of a WEB server is the same as that of the vlan-interface of 

a device. 
 Description: After user login through web-authentication, the user's layer-2 traffic 

can't be forwarded normally. 

LSOD08874 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L10 
 Condition: When congestion happens on a port, enable burst mode function. 
 Description: All packets can't be forwarded on the port. 

LSOD08878 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602P12 
 Condition: Lots of mac-authentication users are online and run for a long time. 
 Description: Check the user information by the command of "display 

mac-authentication interface xxx", some users are not online, but their MAC 
addresses exist when checking the MAC address table by "display mac-address". 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-F1701L10 
LSOD08570 

 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Enable the port security feature on a stack, and set the intrusion mode to 

blockmac. After one port (for example, port A) learns some blocked MAC 
addresses, remove the device to which port A belongs from the stack.  

 Description: Such blocked MAC addresses on the other devices of the stack can 
not be removed. 

LSOD08631 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Enable 802.1X and debugging for RADIUS packets. Lots of users log on 

and then log off.  
 Description: The device reboots. 
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LSOD08734 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Enable STP and loopback detection in both interface view and system 

view. A loop occurs on the port.  
 Description: The loop on the port can not be detected. 

LSOD08575 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: When non-flooding is enabled, the device acts as the NTP client in the 

multicast mode to synchronize timekeeping.  
 Description: The timekeeping of the device can not be synchronized. 

LSOD08721 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: The device is enabled with DHCP Snooping, quick EAD deployment, and 

ARP detection. Additionally, its port connected to a PC is configured with IP check. 
Use the shutdown command to shut down the port connected to the PC and 
configure the am user-bind command to bind the IP and MAC addresses of the PC 
to the switch. Then use the undo shutdown command to bring up the port and 
cancel the binding. 

 Description: The PC can not access the gateway after it gets an IP address. 

LSOD08656 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Configure the multicast static-group command on a device configured 

with multicast VLAN. 
 Description: When deleting the multicast static-group configuration, the IGMP 

snooping groups can't be removed. 

LSOD08702 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Execute  the display interface command. 
 Description: The values of the "Last 300 seconds input" field and the "Last 300 

seconds output" filed are always zero.  

LSOD08667 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Use the display transceiver xxx command to check the Copper SFP 

information.  
 Description: The device does not support displaying Copper SFP information. 

LSOD08674 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: In a stack, there is global am user-bind in the startup configuration file. 

After rebooting, the minimum Unit ID is not that of the master. Configure global am 
user-bind again and then delete all the global am user-bind from the slave units.  

 Description: The device displays the checksum different from that of unit 1 when you 
save the configuration. 
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LSOD08665 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: In a stack, enable port security in autolearn mode and aging mode on 

ports. After the security MAC is learnt, disable the port security feature when the 
security MAC is aging.  

 Description: The device reboots. 

LSOD08713 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Display the voice VLAN information of an LLDP neighbor.  
 Description: The COS value and DSCP value of the voice VLAN are incorrect. 

LSOD08716 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Configure the lldp compliance CDP command on a switch to 

communicate with a Cisco device through Cisco CDP version 1.  
 Description: The duplex mode of the LLDP neighbor displayed is incorrect. 

LSOD08678 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Reboot the master device of a stack.  
 Description: Failed to discover LLDP neighbors on an STP port in Discarding state.  

LSOD08717 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Enable the IP check function, the IP check static binding function, and 

the MFF user port function on the same port of a switch.  
 Description: The switch reboots abnormally. 

LSOD08726 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: There are several units in a stack. Reboot the master device of the stack.  
 Description: The VRRP function becomes abnormal.  

LSOD08679 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Units A, B, and C are in the same stack. An 802.1x user logs in through Port 

X of unit A, and Port X is assigned to the authorization VLAN (PVID or auto VLAN). 
Reboot unit B. Then the user in unit A logs off, and port X leaves the authorization 
VLAN. 

 Description: After the user logs off, execute the display interface command on units 
A and B to display information about port X. It is showed that the port is no longer in 
the authorization VLAN. Execute the display command on unit C, and it is showed 
that the port is still in the authorization VLAN. 

LSOD08657 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
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 Condition: In a stack device, configure port security in autolearn mode for a port, 
and set the max-mac-count limit. Let the port learn MAC addresses automatically, 
and make MAC count of the port reach the limit.  

 Description: Try to add one more MAC address to the port using the mac-address 
security command. Although a failure information is showed, the display 
mac-address command shows that the additional MAC address is added actually, 
making the MAC count of the port exceed the limit. 

LSOD08652 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: Add a hybrid port to the Guest VLAN of 802.1x, and then use the undo 

port hybrid vlan command to remove the port from the Guest VLAN. 
 Description: The display interface command shows that the port is still in the Guest 

VLAN. Actually, the port is not in the VLAN. 

LSOD08675 
 First Found-in Version:  CMW310-F1701L06 
 Condition: In a stack, a port in unit A is assigned to the guest VLAN (VLAN x) of port 

security. Then send packets with authenticated MAC addresses as source MAC to 
the port continuously.  

 Description: After the port is removed from the guest VLAN, PVID of the port 
changes back to the original VLAN y. Execute the display mac-address on unit B, 
and some dynamic MAC addresses in VLAN y without authentication are displayed.  

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1602P02 
Optimization of memory usage 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-F1701L06 
LSOD06581 

 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1602 
 Condition: Several users get limited privilege through EAD quick deployment first, 

then try to do EAD authentication. 
 Description: If there aren't enough ACL rules available for EAD authentication, then 

those users can pass the EAD authentication, but some of them can't get the full 
privilege. 

LSOD06830 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Add a group of aggregation ports to a VLAN, and enable ARP 

inspection function of this VLAN. Shut down the master port of the aggregation. 
 Description: ARP request packets come from the slave port of the aggregation will 

be broadcast back from original slave port. 

LSOD06839 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Enable DHCP-snooping function on the switch; and connect a client to 

the switch through a HUB which is working on 10M speed and half duplex mode. Let 
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the client do DHCP request operation frequently, and shutdown the port, which 
connects to HUB, on the switch. 

 Description: Sometimes, there is no link-down trap prompted though the physical 
link is down. And the speed and duplex mode, showed by display interface 
command, will not be showed as "Unknown-speed mode, unknown-duplex mode". 

LSOD06751 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: STP is disabled. Configure port isolate between Port A and Port B on one 

device. STP packets flow into Port A. 
 Description: Port isolate fails, packets could be transmitted to Port B. 

LSOTB01107 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Dot1x and EAD Quick-Deploy are enabled on device. Dot1x is enabled 

on port A. Send a lot of packets with unknown source MAC to port A. 
 Description: Memory leak. 

LSOD06225 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition:  

 
Configure 802.1x on port A who does not do authentication on the device. Configure the 
PC MAC as static MAC on port A. 

 Description: The PC with static MAC can't succeed in getting IP from DHCP server. 

LSOD06867 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: A traffic-priority rule which filters packets with a range of source 

MAC-addresses are applied to a port (named as port-A). Then configure those 
MAC-addresses in the same range as OUI MAC-address. 

 Description: Executing command copy configuration source port-A destination 
port-B will be failed. If port-A belongs to an aggregation group, the traffic-priority 
rule of port-A can’t be synchronized to other port members in the same 
aggregation group. 

LSOD06878 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Configure 802.1x on the device. Do authentication with DRCOM client. 
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 Description: Some times the EAPOL start packets from client get no response, 
authentication can't succeed. Once authentication succeeds, client can't log off, 
for the EAPOL logoff packet from the client get no response. 

LSOD06678 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: When the devices in stack is attacked by a lot of protocol packets, it 

can’t receive internal private handshake packets on time. 
 Description: The stack splits. 

LSOD06706 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: In general, the switch would transmit lay-3 multicast packets from wrong 

interface (RPF check failed) to the master port of link-aggregation group. 
 Description: The switch would broadcast to each port of link-aggregation group 

after running for a long time. 

LSOD06722 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Hundreds of users try to perform EAD authentication at the same time. 
 Description: The EAD client receives user-notify packets whose length field is 

incorrect from the NAS. As a result, the EAD client can’t work correctly. 

LSOD06753 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Plug some unauthenticated SFP modules in port. 
 Description: The accident maybe occurs that the console cann’t repond to 

command line, or pinging other devices will return “Request time out” and so on. 

LSOD06746 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Enable dhcp-snooping on device, and current time synchronizes with 

ntp server successfully. 
 Description: All dhcp-snooping items are cleaned. 

LSOD05978 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Enable dhcp-snooping on stack, and the downlink port that is indirectly 

connecting to PC is link-aggregation whose member ports are on different unit, and 
configure one dhcp-snooping trust port on slave unit whose link state is down. 

 Description: PC can't get an ip address via dhcp-snooping. 

LSOD06963 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: The port on one unit of stack receives TC BPDU packets. 
 Description: The ARP entries learned on ports of other units of stack can’t be 

deleted. 
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LSOD06960 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: Configure "dhcp-snooping trust" in every unit of stack, and save 

configuration, then reboot the stack. 
 Description: This command failed to be synchronized in stack, and this leads to the 

failed forwarding of dhcp packets. 

LSOD06944 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-F1700L01 
 Condition: The startup time of every unit of stack is very different from each other. 
 Description: The lease time of dhcp-snooping items built on every unit is different. 

LSOD06937 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310- F1700L01 
 Condition: Enable dhcp-snooping on a stack, one unit with dhcp-snooping trust port 

splits from stack. 
 Description: Although the remaining units of stack have dhcp-snooping trust ports, 

but they can not forward dhcp request packet. 

LSOD06917 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310- F1700L01 
 Condition:  

In the following network, enable EAD quick solution on the switch with only layer-2 
forwarding and connecting to authentication server via layer-3 device, then PC try to do 
EAD authentication. 

 
 Description: EAD quick solution can not bring into effect. 

LSOD06543 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310- F1700L01 
 Condition: When ACL hardware resource is exhausted on some ports, enable “arp 

detection” or “dhcp-snooping”. The command fails to execute because of no 
enough ACL resource. 

 Description: Some ACL rules are also added on partial ports by error. 

LSOD06708 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310- F1700L01 
 Condition: Enable port-security and voice vlan on one port and device 

simultaneously, and configure port-security port-mode as userlogin mode on the 
port, further more, port-security authentication is already passed on the port. 

 Description: Non-OUI mac address can not be learnt on the port. 

LSOD06794 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310- F1700L01 
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eck" function on 
one port on extended board simultaneously, then dhcp client request ip address 
through dhcp-snooping via this port on extended board. 

 board is partly losing. 

LSOD06

Description: The hardware type of the TenGigabitEthernet port is displayed as 
ay interface TenGigabitEthernet", but in 

_CONNECTOR. 

LSOD07
ion: CMW310- F1700L01 

ard. 
e any SFP 
 modules 

01 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-R1602 
ixed in F1601P05 and earlier versions have 

LSOD06

uest timeout" occurs. 
Description: After the link-partner resumes response, the device still can't ping the 

evice run command "ping" again, it can 

LSOD04

evices are combined into a ring topology, and OSPF protocol is 
enabled in the network. Then, reboot a stack in the network. 

 Description: OSPF can't converge quickly and the network can't forward traffic for 
about 30 seconds. 

 

 Condition: Enable dhcp-snooping on device, and enable "ip ch

 Description: The configuration of extended

948 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310- F1700L01 
 Condition: There is no XENPAK Optical module on the TenGigabitEthernet port on 

the single 10GE expansion card whose version is REV_D. 
 

XPK_UNKNOWN with using command "displ
fact the hardware type should be XPK_NO

028 
 First Found-in Vers
 Condition: Insert SUMITOMO fiber SFP module into any port on the mainboard of the 

S5600-26F device; or insert SUMITOMO fiber SFP module into  any port on the 
expansion c

 Description: all the ports on the mainboard of S5600-26F can not recogniz
modules any more; all the ports on extended board can not recognize SFP
any more. 

Resolved Problems in CMW310-F1700L
None. 

This is the first Release version of R16xx. The bugs f
been fixed in this version too. 

487 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510P24 
 Condition: Run command "ping -t" to ping link-part for a long time, the link-partner 

doesn't response in time. Thus, "req
 

link-partner successfully. Only when the d
ping the link-partner successfully. 

261 
 First Found-in Version: CMW310-R1510P12 
 Condition: Multiple d
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Documentation 
New Feature Documentation 

Table 8 New Feature Documentation 

Feature Document title 
None  

 

For information about other features, see Related Documentation. 

Related Documentation 
Table 9 Related manuals 

Manual Version 
H3C S5600 Series Ethernet Switches Installation Manual V1.04 

H3C S5600 Series Ethernet Switches Operation Manual-Release 1702 V1.00 

H3C S5600 Series Ethernet Switches Command Manual-Release 1702 V1.00 

Online Technical Support 
To query and download the documentation for this version, go to the website of H3C with 
reference of the following Table. 

Table 10 Online technical support 

How to apply 
for an account 

Access the homepage of H3C at http://www.h3c.com and click on 
Registration at the top right. In the displayed page, provide your information 
and click on Submit to register. 

How to get 
documentation 

Approach 1:  
In the homepage of H3C at http://www.h3c.com, select Technical Support & 
Document > Technical Documents from the navigation menu at the top. 
Then select a product for its documents.  
Approach 2:  
In the homepage of H3C at http://www.h3c.com, select Support > Technical 
Documents. Then select a product for its documents. 

Software Upgrading 
 CAUTION:  

Upgrade software only when necessary and under the guidance of a technical support 
engineer. 

 

The device software can be upgraded through console port, TFTP, and FTP.  
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Remote Upgrading through CLI 
You may upgrade the application and Boot ROM program of a device remotely through 
command line interface (CLI). To this end, telnet to the device from a computer (at 
10.10.110.1) running FTP Server first; and then FTP the application and Boot ROM program, 
switch.app and switch.btm for example, from the FTP server as follows: 
<H3C> ftp 10.10.110.1 

Trying                                                                  

Press CTRL+K to abort                                                      

Connected                                                                 

220 WFTPD 2.0 service (by Texas Imperial Software) ready for new user      

User(none):lyt                                                             

331 Give me your password, please                                          

Password:                                                                  

230 Logged in successfully        

[ftp] get switch.app switch.app 

[ftp] get switch.btm switch.btm 

[ftp] bye 

<H3C> boot bootrom switch.btm 

please wait ... 

 Bootrom is updated!  

<H3C> boot boot-loader switch.app 

<H3C> display boot-loader 

The app to boot at the next time is: flash:/ switch.app 

<H3C> reboot 

After getting the new application file, reboot the device to have the upgraded 
application take effect.  

Note that if you do not have enough Flash space, upgrade the Boot ROM program first, 
and then FTP the application to the device. 

The following sections introduce some approaches to local upgrading. 

Boot Menu 
After powering on the switch, run the Boot ROM program first, and the terminal screen will 
display the following information: 
Starting...... 

 

            *********************************************************** 

            *                                                         * 

            *           H3C S5600-26C BOOTROM, Version 409            * 

            *                                                         * 

            *********************************************************** 

 

            Copyright(c) 2004-2007 Hangzhou H3C Technologies Co., Ltd. 

            Creation date   : Apr 11 2007, 18:19:04 

            CPU type        : BCM1122 

            CPU Clock Speed : 400MHz 

ftp://ftp%2010.10.110.1/
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            BUS Clock Speed : 33MHz 

            Memory Size     : 128MB 

            Mac Address     : 000fe2005611 

 

 

Press Ctrl-B to enter Boot Menu... 5 

Press <Ctrl+B> to access the Boot menu. 

 
 NOTE:  

To access the Boot menu, press <Ctrl+B> within 5 seconds after the screen prompts “Press 
Ctrl-B to enter Boot Menu...” Otherwise, the system will start executing the program 
decompression. At this time if users want to access the Boot menu, they will have to reboot 
the switch. 

 

The system prompts: 
Password : 

Enter the Boot ROM password. After entering correct password (no password is set for the 
switch by default), the system will access the Boot menu. 

 CAUTION:  
Please keep in mind the modified Boot ROM password. 
 

         BOOT  MENU 

 

1. Download application file to flash  

2. Select application file to boot     

3. Display all files in flash           

4. Delete file from flash                

5. Modify bootrom password               

6. Enter bootrom upgrade menu           

7. Skip current configuration file     

8. Set bootrom password recovery       

9. Set switch startup mode              

0. Reboot                                   

 

Enter your choice(0-9): 

Software Upgrading via Console Port 
(Xmodem Protocol) 

Step 1: Enter 6 in the Boot menu. Press <Enter> and the system will access the download program 
menu. 

Bootrom update menu: 

1. Set TFTP protocol parameter 

2. Set FTP protocol parameter 

3. Set XMODEM protocol parameter 

0. Return to boot menu   
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Enter your choice(0-3): 

Step 2: Enter 3 in the download program menu. Select to implement the software upgrading via 
Xmodem protocol. Press <Enter> and the screen will display the following information: 

Please select your download baudrate:  

1. 9600 

2. 19200 

3. 38400 

4. 57600 

5. 115200 

6. Exit 

Enter your choice (0-5): 

Step 3: Select the appropriate download speed based on the actual requirements. For example, enter 5 
to select the download speed as 115200bps. Press <Enter> and the system will display the 
following information: 

Download baudrate is 115200 bps. Please change the terminal's baudrate to 115200 bps, and 
select XMODEM protocol. 

Press ENTER key when ready.  

Step 4: Follow the above prompt and change the baud rate on the console terminal, so that the baud 
rate is consistent with the selected download baud rate of the software. After the baud rate setting 
at the console terminal is completed, disconnect the terminal and reconnect it. Press <Enter> to 
start downloading, and the screen will display the following information: 

Are you sure to download file to flash? Yes or No(Y/N)y 

Now please start transfer file with XMODEM protocol. 

If you want to exit, Press <Ctrl+X>. 

Downloading ... CCCCC 

 
 NOTE:  

After the terminal baud rate is modified, it is necessary to disconnect and then re-connect 
the terminal emulation program to validate the new setting. 

 
Step 5: Select [Transfer\Send File] from the terminal window. Click <Browse> in the pop-up window (as 

shown Figure 1) and select the software to be downloaded. Change the protocol name to 
Xmodem. 

Figure 1 Send File 

 
 

Step 6: Click <Send> and the system will display the window as shown Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Xmodem File Send 

 
 

Step 7: After the downloading of the program is completed, the screen will display the following 
information:  

Loading ...CCCCCCCCCC done! 

Software Upgrading via Ethernet Interface 
(FTP/TFTP) 
Software Upgrading via TFTP 

1. Introduction to TFTP 

TFTP (trivial file transfer protocol) is a type of simple file transfer protocol in the TCP/IP 
protocol suite that applies between clients and servers. TFTP is normally realized on the UDP 
basis to provide unreliable data transfer service. 
2. TFTP upgrading procedure 

Step 1: Select an Ethernet interface for downloading on the S5600. Connect the switch to the PC 
(where the upgrading file is located) via the interface. At the same time, you should connect the 
switch to a PC via the console port (The PC should be the same as the PC where the upgrading file 
is located). 

Step 2: Run the TFTP server program on the PC connected with the Ethernet interface for upgrading, 
and specify the file path of the upgrading program. 

 

 CAUTION:  
H3C series switches are not shipped with TFTP Server program.  

 
Step 3: Run the terminal emulation program on the PC connected to the Console port, and boot the 

switch to access the Boot menu.  
Step 4: Enter 1 in the Boot menu. Press <Enter> and the system will access the download program 

menu. 
Please set application file download protocol parameter:  

1. Set TFTP protocol parameter 
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2. Set FTP protocol parameter 

3. Set XMODEM protocol parameter 

0. Return to boot menu 

Enter your choice(0-3):1 

Step 5: Enter 1 in the download program menu. Select to use TFTP for the software upgrading. Press 
<Enter> and the screen will display the following information: 

Load File name   

Switch IP address  (This address and the server IP address must be on the same network 
segment) 

Server IP address   (IP address of the PC where the file is stored) 

Step 6: Complete the relevant information based on the actual requirements and press <Enter>. The 
screen will display the following information: 

Are you sure to download file to flash? Yes or No(Y/N) 

Step 7: Enter Y and the system starts downloading the file. Enter N and the system will return to Boot 
menu. Take entering Y as an example. Enter Y and press <Enter>, the system begins downloading 
programs. After the downloading is completed, the system starts write-flash operation. Upon 
completion of this operation, the screen displays the following information to indicate that the 
downloading is completed: 

Loading ........................................................done! 

Writing to flash................................................done! 

Software Upgrading via FTP 
1. Introduction to FTP 

Through the Ethernet port, the S5600 can serve as an FTP server or client. It provides another 
means to download the system program and configure the files. In the following 
description we assume that the S5600 serves as an FTP client. 
2. FTP upgrading procedure 

Step 1: Select an Ethernet interface for downloading on the S5600. Connect the switch to the PC 
(where the upgrading file is located and whose IP address should be known) via the interface. At 
the same time, you should connect the switch to a PC via the Console port (the PC should be the 
same as the PC where the upgrading file is located). 

Step 2: Run the FTP server program on the PC connected to the Ethernet interface for upgrading, and 
specify the file path of the upgrading program. 

Step 3: Run the terminal emulation program on the PC connected to the Console port, and boot the 
switch to access the Boot menu. 

Step 4: Enter 1 in the Boot menu. Press <Enter> and the system will access the download program 
menu. 

Please set application file download protocol parameter: 

1. Set TFTP protocol parameter  

2. Set FTP protocol parameter  

3. Set XMODEM protocol parameter  

0. Return to boot menu  

Enter your choice(0-3):2 

Step 5: Enter 2 in the download program menu. Select FTP for the software upgrading. Press <Enter> 
and the screen will display the following information: 

Please modify your FTP protocol parameter: 

Load File name     

Switch IP address  

Server IP address  

FTP User Name   

FTP User Password  
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Step 6: Complete the relevant information based on the actual requirements and press <Enter>. The 
screen will display the following information: 

Are you sure to download file to flash? Yes or No(Y/N): 

Step 7: Enter Y and the system starts downloading the file. Enter N and the system will return to Boot 
menu. Take the first case as an example. Enter Y and press <Enter>, the system begins 
downloading programs. After the downloading is completed, the system starts write-flash operation. 
Upon completion of this operation, the screen displays the following information to indicate that the 
downloading is completed: 

Loading ........................................................done! 

Writing to flash................................................done! 

Appendix 
Details of Added or Modified CLI Commands 
in CMW310-R1702P42 

 NOTE:  
For security purposes, all passwords and keys, including those configured in plaintext, are 
stored in encrypted form. 

Modified command: bims-server 
Old syntax 

bims-server ip ip-address [ port port-number ] sharekey key 

New syntax 
bims-server ip ip-address [ port port-number ] sharekey [ cipher | simple ] key 

Views 
DHCP address pool view 

Parameters 
ip ip-address: Specifies the IP address of the BIMS server. 

port port-number: Specifies the port number of the BIMS server, in the range of 1 to 65534. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

key: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it must be a 
string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 53 
characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key you enter 
must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters.  

After modification: You can enter a key in encrypted form or plaintext form. 
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Modified command: dhcp server bims-server 
Old syntax 

dhcp server bims-server ip ip-address [ port port-number ] sharekey key { interface 
interface-type interface-number [ to interface-type interface-number ] | all } 

New syntax 
dhcp server bims-server ip ip-address [ port port-number ] sharekey [ cipher | simple ] key 
{ interface interface-type interface-number [ to interface-type interface-number ] | all } 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
ip ip-address: Specifies the IP address of the BIMS server. 

port port-number: Specifies the port number of the BIMS server, in the range of 1 to 65534. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

key: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it must be a 
string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 53 
characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key string. 

interface interface-type interface-number [ to interface-type interface-number ]: Specifies 
an interface range. The interface-type interface-number arguments specify an interface 
by its type and number.  

all: Specifies all interfaces.  

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key you enter 
must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters.  

After modification: You can enter a key in encrypted form or plaintext form. 

Modified command: dldp authentication-mode 
Old syntax 

dldp authentication-mode { none | simple simple-password | md5 md5-password } 

New syntax 
dldp authentication-mode { none | { simple | md5 } password } 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
none: Specifies not to perform authentication. 

simple: Specifies the simple authentication mode and sets a plaintext or ciphertext 
password.  

md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication mode and sets a plaintext or ciphertext password.  
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password: Sets the password. This argument is case sensitive. It must be a plaintext string of 
1 to 16 characters, or a ciphertext string of 33 to 53 characters. 

Change description 
Before modification: 

• For simple authentication, you can set only a plaintext password of 1 to 16 characters.  

• For MD5 authentication, you can set a plaintext or ciphertext password. A plaintext 
password comprises 1 to 16 characters, and a ciphertext password is a ciphertext 
string corresponding to the plaintext password.  

After modification: Both simple authentication and MD5 authentication support plaintext 
or ciphertext passwords. A plaintext password is a string of 1 to 16 characters, and a 
ciphertext password is a string of 33 to 53 characters.  

Modified command: key (HWTACACS scheme view) 
Old syntax 

key { accounting | authentication | authorization } string 

New syntax 
key { accounting | authentication | authorization } [ cipher | simple ] string 

Views 
HWTACACS scheme view 

Parameters 
accounting: Sets the key for secure HWTACACS accounting communication. 

authentication: Sets the key for secure HWTACACS authentication communication. 

authorization: Sets the key for secure HWTACACS authorization communication. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

string: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it must be 
a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 117 
characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key for 
securing HWTACACS authentication, authorization, or accounting communication must be 
a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters. 

After modification: You can set a key in encrypted form or plaintext form to secure 
HWTACACS authentication, authorization, or accounting communication. 

Modified command: key (RADIUS scheme view) 
Old syntax 

key { accounting | authentication } string 

New syntax 
key { accounting | authentication } [ cipher | simple ] string 
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Views 
RADIUS scheme view 

Parameters 
accounting: Sets the key for secure RADIUS accounting communication. 

authentication: Sets the key for secure RADIUS authentication/authorization 
communication. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

string: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it must be 
a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 53 
characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key for 
securing RADIUS authentication/authorization or accounting communication must be a 
plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters. 

After modification: You can set a key in encrypted form or plaintext form to secure RADIUS 
authentication/authorization or accounting communication. 

Modified command: local-server nas-ip 
Old syntax 

local-server nas-ip ip-address key password 

New syntax 
local-server nas-ip ip-address key [ cipher | simple ] password 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
nas-ip ip-address: Specifies the IP address of the network access server through which users 
can access the local RADIUS authentication/authorization server. The IP address must be in 
dotted decimal notation. 

key [ simple | cipher ] password: Sets the key to share between the local RADIUS 
authentication/authorization server and the network access server. 

• cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

• simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

• password: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string 
of 1 to 53 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key 
string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key to share 
between the local RADIUS authentication/authorization server and the network access 
server must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters. 
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After modification: You can set a key in encrypted form or plaintext form to share between 
the local RADIUS authentication/authorization server and the network access server. 

Modified command: mac-authentication authmode 
usernameasmacaddress 
Old syntax 

mac-authentication authmode usernameasmacaddress [ usernameformat { with-hyphen 
| without-hyphen } { lowercase | uppercase } | fixedpassword password ] 

New syntax 
mac-authentication authmode usernameasmacaddress [ usernameformat { with-hyphen 
| without-hyphen } { lowercase | uppercase } | fixedpassword [ cipher | simple ] 
password ] 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
usernameformat: Specifies the username and password input format for MAC-based 
accounts. 

with-hyphen: Uses the hyphenated MAC address of a user, such as 00-05-e0-1c-02-e3, as 
the username and password for MAC authentication of the user. 

without-hyphen: Uses the unhyphenated MAC address of a user, such as 0005e01c02e3, as 
the username and password for MAC authentication of the user. 

lowercase: Enters letters of the MAC address in lower case. 

uppercase: Enters letters of the MAC address in upper case. 

fixedpassword [ simple | cipher ] password: Uses a fixed password, instead of user MAC 
addresses, for MAC authentication users. 

• cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. 

• simple: Sets a plaintext password. 

• password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is 
specified, it must be a string of 1 to 63 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a 
ciphertext string of 1 to 117 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set 
a plaintext password. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The password you 
enter must be a plaintext string. 

After modification: You can enter a password in encrypted form or plaintext form. 

Modified command: mac-authentication 
authpassword 
Old syntax 

mac-authentication authpassword password 
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New syntax 
mac-authentication authpassword [ cipher | simple ] password 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
[ cipher | simple ] password: Sets the password of the shared account for MAC 
authentication users. 

• cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. 

• simple: Sets a plaintext password. 

• password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is 
specified, it must be a string of 1 to 63 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a 
ciphertext string of 1 to 117 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set 
a plaintext password. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The password you 
enter must be a plaintext string. 

After modification: You can enter a password in encrypted form or plaintext form. 

Modified command: ntp-service authentication-keyid 
Old syntax 

ntp-service authentication-keyid keyid authentication-mode md5 value 

New syntax 
ntp-service authentication-keyid keyid authentication-mode md5 [ cipher | simple ] value 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
keyid: Specifies a key ID in the range of 10 to 4294967295. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

value: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it must 
be a string of 1 to 32 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 73 
characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key you enter 
must be a plaintext string of 1 to 32 characters.  

After modification: You can enter a key in encrypted form or plaintext form. 
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Modified command: ospf authentication-mode 
Old syntax 

ospf authentication-mode { md5 key-id password | simple password } 

New syntax 
ospf authentication-mode { md5 key-id [ cipher ] password | simple [ cipher ] password } 

Views 
Interface view 

Parameters 
md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication mode.  

simple: Specifies the simple authentication mode.  

key-id: Specifies a key ID in the range of 1 to 255. 

cipher: Specifies a ciphertext password. If this keyword is not specified, you set a plaintext 
password.  

password: Specifies a password. In simple authentication mode, a plaintext password is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 8 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive 
string of 33 to 41 characters. In MD5 authentication mode, a plaintext password is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 16 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive 
string of 33 to 53 characters. 

Change description 
Before modification:  

• For simple authentication, you can set only a plaintext password. 

• For MD5 authentication, the ciphertext password you set must comprise 24 characters.  

After modification:  

• For simple authentication, the cipher keyword is added, which means you can set a 
ciphertext password.  

• For MD5 authentication, the ciphertext password you set can comprise 33 to 53 
characters.  

Modified command: password (HWPing test group 
view) 
Old syntax 

password password 

New syntax 
password [ cipher | simple ] password 

Views 
HWPing test group view 

Parameters 
cipher: Sets a ciphertext FTP password. 
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simple: Sets a plaintext FTP password. 

password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, 
it must be a string of 1 to 32 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 
1 to 73 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext password 
string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The FTP password 
must be a plaintext string of 1 to 32 characters. 

After modification: You can set an FTP password in encrypted form or plaintext form. 

Modified command: password (local user view) 
Syntax 

password { cipher | simple } password 
Views 

Local user view 

Parameters 
cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. 

simple: Sets a plaintext password. 

password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive.  

• If simple is specified, it is a plaintext string of 1 to 63 characters.  

• If cipher is specified, it is a string of 1 to 117 characters. If you specify a password of 1 to 
63 characters and the system can decrypt the password, the system considers that 
you have specified a ciphertext password. If you specify a password of 1 to 63 
characters but the system cannot decrypt the password, the system considers that 
you have specified a plaintext password. A password comprising 64 to 117 characters 
is always considered a ciphertext password. 

Change description 
Before modification: If cipher is specified, you can set an 88-character password or a 
password of 1 to 63 characters. 

After modification: If cipher is specified, you can set a password of 1 to 117 characters. 

Modified command: peer password (BGP view) 
Syntax 

peer { group-name | ip-address } password { cipher | simple } password 

Views 
BGP view 

Parameters 
group-name: Specifies a peer group by its name, a string of 1 to 47 characters. 

ip-address: Specifies a peer by its IP address. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext or a plaintext password. 
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simple: Sets a plaintext password. 

password: Specifies the case-sensitive password string. 

• If simple is specified or if cipher is specified and you enter the password in plain text, the 
password comprises of 1 to 16 characters. 

• If cipher is specified and you enter the password in cipher text, the password comprises 
33 to 53 characters. 

Change description 
Before modification: A ciphertext password must comprise 24 characters. 

After modification: A ciphertext password comprises 33 to 53 characters. 

Modified command: primary accounting (RADIUS 
scheme view) 
Old syntax 

primary accounting ip-address [ port-number ] [ key string ] 

New syntax 
primary accounting ip-address [ port-number ] [ key [ cipher | simple ] string ] 

Views 
RADIUS scheme view 

Parameters 
ip-address: Specifies the IPv4 address of the primary RADIUS accounting server. 

port-number: Specifies the service port number of the primary RADIUS accounting server, a 
UDP port number in the range of 1 to 65535. 

key [ cipher | simple ] string: Sets the key for secure communication with the primary 
RADIUS accounting server. 

• cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

• simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

• string: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string 
of 1 to 53 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key 
string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key for 
securing communication with the primary RADIUS accounting server must be a plaintext 
string of 1 to 16 characters. 

After modification: You can set a key in encrypted form or plaintext form to secure 
communication with the primary RADIUS accounting server. 
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Modified command: primary authentication (RADIUS 
scheme view) 
Old syntax 

primary authentication ip-address [ port-number ] [ key string ] 

New syntax 
primary authentication ip-address [ port-number ] [ key [ cipher | simple ] string ] 

Views 
RADIUS scheme view 

Parameters 
ip-address: Specifies the IPv4 address of the primary RADIUS authentication/authorization 
server. 

port-number: Specifies the service port number of the primary RADIUS 
authentication/authorization server, a UDP port number in the range of 1 to 65535. 

key [ cipher | simple ] string: Sets the key for secure communication with the primary 
RADIUS authentication/authorization server. 

• cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

• simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

• string: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string 
of 1 to 53 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key 
string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key for 
securing communication with the primary RADIUS authentication/authorization server must 
be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters. 

After modification: You can set a key in encrypted form or plaintext form to secure 
communication with the primary RADIUS authentication/authorization server. 

Modified command: rip authentication-mode 
Old syntax 

rip authentication-mode { md5 { rfc2082 key-string key-id | rfc2453 key-string } | simple 
password } 

New syntax 
rip authentication-mode { md5 { rfc2082 [ cipher ] key-string key-id | rfc2453 [ cipher ] 
key-string } | simple [ cipher ] password } 

Views 
Interface view 

Parameters 
md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication mode. 
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rfc2082: Uses the message format defined in RFC 2082. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext authentication key or password. If this keyword is not specified, 
you set a plaintext authentication key or password.  

key-string: Specifies the MD5 key string. This argument is case sensitive. It must be a plaintext 
string of 1 to 16 characters, or a ciphertext string of 33 to 53 characters. 

key-id: Specifies the MD5 key number, in the range of 1 to 255. 

rfc2453: Uses the message format defined in RFC 2453 (IETF standard). 

simple: Specifies the simple authentication mode. 

password: Sets the password in simple authentication mode. This argument is case sensitive. 
It must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters, or a ciphertext string of 33 to 53 
characters. 

Change description 
Before modification:  

• For simple authentication, you can set only a plaintext password.  

• For MD5 authentication, the ciphertext password you set must comprise 24 characters.  

After modification:  

• For simple authentication, the cipher keyword is added, which means you can set a 
ciphertext password.  

• For MD5 authentication, the ciphertext password you set can comprise 33 to 53 
characters.  

Modified command: secondary accounting (RADIUS 
scheme view) 
Old syntax 

secondary accounting ip-address [ port-number ] [ key string ] 

New syntax 
secondary accounting ip-address [ port-number ] [ key [ cipher | simple ] string ] 

Views 
RADIUS scheme view 

Parameters 
ip-address: Specifies the IPv4 address of the secondary RADIUS accounting server. 

port-number: Specifies the service port number of the secondary RADIUS accounting server, 
a UDP port number in the range of 1 to 65535. 

key [ cipher | simple ] string: Sets the key for secure communication with the primary 
RADIUS accounting server. 

• cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

• simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

• string: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string 
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of 1 to 53 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key 
string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key for 
securing communication with the secondary RADIUS accounting server must be a plaintext 
string of 1 to 16 characters. 

After modification: You can set a key in encrypted form or plaintext form to secure 
communication with the secondary RADIUS accounting server. 

Modified command: secondary authentication 
(RADIUS scheme view) 
Old syntax 

secondary authentication ip-address [ port-number ] [ key string ] 

New syntax 
secondary authentication ip-address [ port-number ] [ key [ cipher | simple ] string ] 

Views 
RADIUS scheme view 

Parameters 
ip-address: Specifies the IPv4 address of the secondary RADIUS 
authentication/authorization server. 

port-number: Specifies the service port number of the secondary RADIUS 
authentication/authorization server, a UDP port number in the range of 1 to 65535. 

key [ cipher | simple ] string: Sets the key for secure communication with the secondary 
RADIUS authentication/authorization server. 

• cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 

• simple: Sets a plaintext key. 

• string: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string 
of 1 to 53 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a plaintext key 
string. 

Change description 
Before modification: The cipher and simple keywords are not supported. The key for 
securing communication with the secondary RADIUS authentication/authorization server 
must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters. 

After modification: You can set a key in encrypted form or plaintext form to secure 
communication with the secondary RADIUS authentication/authorization server. 

Modified command: set authentication password 
Syntax 

set authentication password { simple | cipher } password 
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Views 
User interface view 

Parameters 
cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. 

simple: Sets a plaintext password. 

key: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it can be a plaintext 
string of 1 to 16 characters or a ciphertext string of 17 to 53 characters. 

Change description 
Before modification: When you specify the cipher keyword, you can enter a string of 1 to 16 
characters or a string of 24 characters as the password. 

After modification: When you specify the cipher keyword, you can enter a string of 1 to 53 
characters as the password. 

Modified command: snmp-agent usm-user v3 
Syntax 

snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name [ [ cipher ] authentication-mode { md5 | 
sha } auth-password [ privacy-mode { aes128 | des56 } priv-password ] ] [ acl acl-number ] 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
user-name: Specifies a username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. 

group-name: Specifies a group name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. 

cipher: Specifies that auth-password and priv-password are encrypted keys, which can be 
calculated to a hexadecimal string by using the snmp-agent calculate-password 
command. If this keyword is not specified, auth-password and priv-password are plaintext 
keys. 

authentication-mode: Specifies an authentication algorithm. MD5 is faster but less secure 
than SHA. For more information about these algorithms, see Security Configuration Guide. 

• md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication algorithm.  

• sha: Specifies the SHA-1 authentication algorithm.  

auth-password: Specifies a case-sensitive plaintext or encrypted authentication key. A 
plaintext key is a string of 1 to 64 visible characters. If the cipher keyword is specified, the 
encrypted authentication key length requirements differ by authentication algorithm and 
key string format, as shown in Table 11 . 

Table 11 Encrypted authentication key length requirements 

Authentication 
algorithm 

Hexadecimal 
string Non-hexadecimal string 

MD5 32 characters 53 characters 

SHA 40 characters 57 characters 
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privacy-mode: Specifies an encryption algorithm for privacy. The three encryption 
algorithms AES, 3DES, and DES are in descending order of security. Higher security means 
more complex implementation mechanism and lower speed. DES is enough to meet 
general requirements. 

• des56: Specifies the DES algorithm.  

• aes128: Specifies the AES algorithm.  

priv-password: Specifies a case-sensitive plaintext or encrypted privacy key. A plaintext key 
is a string of 1 to 64 characters. If the cipher keyword is specified, the encrypted privacy key 
length requirements differ by authentication algorithm and key string format, as shown 
in Table 12 . 

Table 12 Encrypted privacy key length requirements 

Authentication 
algorithm 

Encryption 
algorithm 

Hexadecimal 
string 

Non-hexadecimal 
string 

MD5 AES128 or 
DES-56 32 characters 53 characters 

SHA AES128 or 
DES-56 40 characters 53 characters 

 

acl acl-number: Specifies a basic ACL to filter NMSs by source IPv4 address. The acl-number 
argument represents a basic ACL number in the range of 2000 to 2999. Only the NMSs with 
the IPv4 addresses permitted in the ACL can use the specified username to access the 
SNMP agent. 

local: Represents a local SNMP entity user. 

engineid engineid-string: Specifies an SNMP engine ID as a hexadecimal string. The 
engineid-string argument must comprise an even number of hexadecimal characters, in 
the range of 10 to 64. All-zero and all-F strings are invalid. 

Change description 
Before modification: Only authentication and privacy keys in hexadecimal format are 
supported. 

After modification: Both hexadecimal and non-hexadecimal format authentication and 
privacy keys are supported. 

• For encrypted authentication key length requirements, see Table 11 . 

• For encrypted privacy key length requirements, see Table 12 . 

Modified command: super password 
Syntax 

super password [ level user-level ] { cipher | simple } password 

Views 
System view 

Parameters 
level user-level: Specifies a user privilege level in the range of 1 to 3. The default is 3. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. 
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simple: Sets a plaintext password. 

key: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it 
must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters. If cipher is specified, it can be a plaintext 
string of 1 to 16 characters or a ciphertext string of 17 to 53 characters. 

Change description 
Before modification: When you specify the cipher keyword, you can enter a string of 1 to 16 
characters or a string of 24 characters as the password. 

After modification: When you specify the cipher keyword, you can enter a string of 1 to 53 
characters as the password. 

Modified command: vlink-peer 
Old syntax 

vlink-peer router-id [ hello seconds | retransmit seconds | trans-delay seconds | dead 
seconds | md5 key-id password | simple password ] * 

New syntax 
vlink-peer router-id [ hello seconds | retransmit seconds | trans-delay seconds | dead 
seconds | md5 key-id [ cipher ] password | simple [ cipher ] password ] * 

Views 
OSPF area view 

Parameters 
router-id: Specifies the router ID of the neighbor on the virtual link. 

hello seconds: Sets the hello interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 8192. The default is 10. It 
must be identical to the hello interval on the virtual link neighbor. 

retransmit seconds: Sets the retransmission interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 3600. The 
default is 5. 

trans-delay seconds: Sets the transmission delay interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 
3600. The default is 1. 

dead seconds: Sets the dead interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 8192. The default is 40. 
It must be identical to that on the virtual link neighbor. The dead interval is at least four 
times the hello interval. 

md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication mode. 

simple: Specifies the simple authentication mode. 

key-id: Specifies the key ID for MD5 authentication, in the range of 1 to 255. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. If this keyword is not specified, you set a plaintext 
password.  

password: Specifies a password. In simple authentication mode, a plaintext password is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 8 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive 
string of 33 to 41 characters. In MD5 authentication mode, a plaintext password is a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 16 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive 
string of 33 to 53 characters. 

Change description 
Before modification:  
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• For simple authentication, you can set only a plaintext password.  

• For MD5 authentication, the ciphertext password you set must comprise 24 characters.  

After modification: 

• For simple authentication, the cipher keyword is added, which means you can set a 
ciphertext password. 

• For MD5 authentication, the ciphertext password you set can comprise 33 to 53 
characters.  

Modified command: vrrp vrid authentication-mode 
Old syntax 

vrrp vrid virtual-router-id authentication-mode authentication-type authentication-key 

New syntax 
vrrp vrid virtual-router-id authentication-mode { md5 | simple } [ plain | cipher ] key 

Views 
Interface view 

Parameters 
virtual-router-id: Specifies a VRRP group number in the range of 1 to 255. 

md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication mode.  

simple: Specifies the simple authentication mode. 

plain: Sets a plaintext authentication key. 

cipher: Sets a ciphertext authentication key. 

key: Sets the authentication key. This argument is case sensitive. It must be a plaintext string 
of 1 to 8 characters if the plain keyword is specified, a ciphertext string of 1 to 41 characters 
if the cipher keyword is specified, or a plaintext string of 1 to 8 characters if neither the plain 
nor cipher keyword is specified.  

Change description 
Before modification: 

• For simple authentication, you can set only a plaintext authentication key of 1 to 8 
characters.  

• For MD5 authentication, you can set a plaintext or ciphertext authentication key. A 
plaintext authentication key comprises 1 to 8 characters, and a ciphertext 
authentication key comprises 24 characters.  

After modification: Both simple authentication and MD5 authentication support plaintext 
or ciphertext authentication keys. A plaintext authentication key is a string of 1 to 8 
characters, and a ciphertext authentication key is a string of 1 to 41 characters.  
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